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Few issues have generated the level of public concern that was devoted to the 

missing children stlciaf problem during the decade kiween 1981 and 1991. This thesis 

examines the construction of this social problem through a content analysis and 

quditative documentary review of the Vancouver Sun and Province coverage of missing 

children cases over this eleven year period, with particular attention being paid to the 

effects of interest groups and their claims-making activities on the rise, fall, and eventual 

reemergence of the issue in both media and public discourse. 

This exploration of trends and transformations in missing children problem 

construction is informed by a model of argumentation first developed by Stephen 

Toulmin. Through a decomposition of textual constructions into their component parts, it 

becomes possible to examine both the sociocultural and factual aspects of social 

problems with which these arguments are linked, and to locate the grounds, warrants and 

claims that empower media narratives and establish reader interest. 

An application of these procedures to 338 assembled newspaper items on missing 

children in British Columbia revealed the importance of specific stranger abduction cases 

in generating sustained coverage. Against the backdrop of the 1981 Clifford Olson 

murders, dong with a number of high-profile child abductions occurring during the early 

l980s, strong elements of endangerment and concern emerged which came to infuse 

media depictions of subsequent disappearances. Yet by the late 1980s, the frequency of 

missing children articles began to diminish and content shifted towards abductions by 

parents and friends, as feelings of h e a t  subsided, and as it beeme apparent that strmger 

abductions were a rare occurrence and most Enissing children were returning home safely. 

It was not until the 1991 disappeatance of Michael Dunahee, and his depiction in the 

media as an abducted chila that the issue once again attracted widespread interest. 



€herd, h.rorr& G s  exp!0:'2?ion of treads in the media coverage of missing 

&Urea c z s s  over a eleven-year period in British Columbia, this thesis demonstrates the 

potential fur combining constructionist methodologies with structural analyses of print 

media text, for the purpose of analyzing the content, patterns and form of social problem 

arguments in the public culture. 
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Introduction 

Here in Deny children disappear unexplained 
and unfound at &e rate of forty to sixty a 
year. Most are teenagers. T k y  are assumed 
to be runaways. I suppose some of them even are. 

-Stephen King, It (1986: 151). 

The Emergence of the CWd Victim 

During the 1980's threats to children k a m e  an issue of both public concern and 

entertainment programming The popularity of Stephen King's novels serves as a visible 

example of the significance of this theme. It, for example, was one of the best-selling 

h*s io both 1986 u d  f 987 m d  when it was released as is rlevisim mini-series in 1990, 

it received high ratings. The public interest in this book seemed to reflect the feelings of 

both Canadian and American audiences and marked the past eleven years as a decade of 

concerrr about children. 

As the decade progressed, different threats to chddren emerged in the news and 

enterrainment media inc1uding: chiid abuse; incest; child pornography; harmful rock lyrics; 

a d ,  of the most importance to this thesis, missing children. What makes the depiction of 

children intriguing is the high degree of interplay and overlap between news and 

entertainment media portrayals of child victims. In fact, the endangered child had been 

elevated to a universal symbol by the mid 1980's- Before I develop my arguments 

concerning the British Columbian newspaper depiction of the missing children social 

PfoEItem, I would like to provide a brief discussion of the emergence of the theme of the 

adangered chifa There are three main areas that will be addressed: the depiction of 

by e r r m n t  me&q the informatiu11d context of threats to c'ddren; and, 

*k ~ ~ ~ & x & ~  -+e m mid gmblem in k social sciences. 





Extreme Example------------- Less Extreme Example 
I 1 

(Development of Gains legitimacy and 
Child Victim) support through 

reference to the Child Victim 

lfie development of the child victim through the entertainment media provided a 

hook on which news media could advance arguments concerning the entire range of 

threats to children. The characterization of the endangered child allowed for the 

modification of the origind scenario to deai with options within the original issue (such as 

the transition from stranger abductions to parental abductions) and for the movement from 

one threat to another (the linking of child sexual abuse to the missing children social 

The Informational Context of Threats to Children 

The emergence of the theme of the endangered child may also be associated with 

the growth of the so-called "soft news" programs4. The popularity of talk shows and 

shows Eke "A Current Affair" which emphasized the entefinment value of news provided 

a venue for interest groups to present their issues. In this genre, the program "America's 

Most Wanted" is irnpomt. It is hosted by John Walsh whose son was abducted from a 

South Florida mall and was the focus of two television movies ("Adam" and "Adam, I-%s 

Song Continues"). In 1991, the search for Michael Dunahee5 was profiled on this show 

and generated a great deal of both Canadian and American interest in this case. 

' The mechanics and implications o f f i n g  examples and issues will be discussed in Chapter Four. 

' The importance of "infotainment" or soft news programming and its influence on the public perception 
of news has been discussed by Pommn (1985). 

Michael was abducted fnrm a Victoria play p u n d  in 19%. The newspaper coverage of his 
disappearance will be discussed fater in this thesis. 



The demand for packaged accounts of social issues by media outlets also 

influenced the popularity of interest groups as spokespeople for and authorities on their 

given topics. For this thesis, the newspaper coverage of these groups will be an important 

area of study. 

The Social Science Constructionist Perspective of Social Problems 

The final issue I would Iike to touch on in this brief introduction is the theoretical 

perspective I will be using for this thesis. By examining social problem< as the product of 

ongoing negotiations between interest groups, news media and their audiences, it is 

possible to emphasize the dynamic nature of social phenomena. In this approach to social 

problems, the subjective packaging of the given issue is of more importance than 

addressing the objective or physical dimensions of the problem. 

This thesis consists of four chapters which deal with the evolution of the missing 

children social problem throughout the 1980's in British Columbia. Chapter One addresses 

theoretical issues facing constructionist research and provides a model for analyzing the 

relevant newspaper articles. Chapter Two provides an aggregate and descriptive analysis 

of the major themes and issues in the newspaper coverage. Chapter Three deals with the 

importance of interest groups in the depiction of the missing children coverage. And 

finally, Chapter Four the evolution of this social problem from the missing children 

crime wave in 1981 through the emergence of the parental abduction and runaways social 

problems, and fmally, it examines the reemergence of the missing children social problem 

in 1991, 

S v  

This thesis is intended to provide an examination of the trends in the newspaper 

depiction of an important issue. By focusing solely on missing children, it is possible to 

address the development and significance of the theme of child endangerment while 



remaining within the confines of a Master's thesis. In short, this thesis regards the recent 

concern abut  missing children as a case study of the processes of contemporary claims- 

making activities. Instead of focusing on the structures of newspaper organizations, it 

focuses on the meanings of threats to children as those meanings are constructed by the 

newspapers. 



I. Beyond ffObjectivism" and "Constructionism": Rethinking the Constructionist 
Perspective Of Sociai hobiems' 

Introduction 

There has been considerable debate in the area of social problems research over the 

merits of objectivist and constnlctionist conceptions of deviance. Traditionally, this debate has 

revolved around the subjective nature of deviance. This thesis will examine this debate and 

mmu-nents about the name of social prob1e-m analysis, in order to understand the current 

state of social problems research. The purpose of this chapter will be to reveal the strengths 

and limitations of these arguments and to propose a new model, based on the evolutionary 

analysis of natural science proposed by Toulmin2, that offers a new direction for social 

problems analysis. 

What is a Social Problem? 

At first glance, the answer to this question is deceptively simple: things like war, 

racism and crime are social problems. Once you move from the concrete example to a more 

abstract definition, however, the answer becomes less obvious. Social problems could viewed 

as trouble spots in our society - they are sociai arrangements that do not work properly (Best, 

1989:xv). Researchers like Sanders and Pinhey define social problems as: "Conditions faced 

by members of a society that adversely affect their social welfare" (1983: 14). By defrning a 

condition as a "problem", one implies that there are "solutions" to these issues (Nettler, 1989: 

261). 

' The quotation marks around objectivism and constructionism are deliberate. This chapter will address the 
general issues addressed under these broad headings. It is simply beyond the purposes of this thesis to 
ad&es every theorist that may be included in these categories. 

In particular, the arguments presented in "Conceptual Revolutions in Science" (1967) and "The 
EvoIutionary Development of Natural Science" (1957) will be applied to this model of social problems. 



The Dimensions of Wi Problems 
- mat social problems research has had such a long aid dynaiiIe history reflects the 

complex nature of this topic. Jones, Gallagher and McFallis (1988: 16) have argued that this 

cortlpexity is due to the fact that social problems exist in two dimensions. The objective 

dimension of a social problem is the concrete, measurable harm associated with an identified 

phenomenon; the subjective dimension refers to general level of concern held by the 

community. The differences between these two perspectives are presented in Table 1: 1. 

The interplay between the objective and subjective3 perspectives of social problems 

will provide the starting point for an examination of the strengths and limitations of these 

theories. After this examination fias been completed, I will present a framework for moving 

beyond this debate and towards an alternative understanding of the complexities and inherent 

contradictions in social problems research. 

Objective Definitions and their Limitations 

The Sanders and PintKy (1983) defmition is objectivist suggesting that the essence of 

social pmblerix lies in i&nm1e,  objective social conditions and that some of these 

conditions are problems. The fwus of this perspective lies in definitional activities. Theorists 

define the parameters of a given phenomenon, assess its consequences, and determine if this 

issue qualifies as a social problem. The underlying assumption of this perspective is that an 

objective reality exists and the appropriate instrumental and theoretical tools are in place to 

evaluate the social impact of objective conditions. 

In the interests of time and space, constructionism will !x the sole variation of subjective research discussed 
in any great detail. W e  I realize that there are a great number of disparate theories that fall under the broad 
heading of subjdve research. cmstmaiittnism is of r k  most relevance to this thesis. 





criti- 

There are three main criticisms of objectivist definitions. First, they minimize or even 

ignore the subjective nature of social problems. Not all harmful conditions are considered to 

be social problems: thousands of people die each year in traffic related fatalities yet there are 

few calls to ban automobiles. Even though traffic deaths fulfill the criterion of harm, 

automobile use is not considered to be a social problem4. Social problems are essentially what 

people consider them to be. 

Histories of social problems reveal the importance of subjective judgment. The current 

conception of rape as a social problem was due, in large part, to the ability of feminist groups 

to draw attention to their conception of the issue (McNickle-Rose, 1977: 78). While rape may 

have existed as a crime for centuries, its current definition as a "violent act involving power 

and dominance" (Gum and Minch, 1988: 3-4) is certainly new. The objective conditions of 

the crime may have remained relatively constant5, the changing conception of rape was due to 

changing subjective conceptions of this crime. 

This subjective nature of social problems leads to the second criticism of objectivist 

defmitions: the objective conditions that people define as social problems have little in 

common (Best, 1989: xvii). There is little that links conditions such as racism, A.1.D.S ., and 

ozone layer depletion except that they all have been defined as harmful conditions. 

Such defmitions inevitably lead to a hodge podge list of unrelated topics (Best, 1989: 

xvii). Each of these conditions has different causes and requires different modes of analysis. 

For example, the standards by which ozone layer depletion is deemed harmful do not translate 

into gemmkable smdards of by which other issues can be measured. Simply categorizing 

conditions as social problems does not offer useful directions for further research. 

- - 

Only some aspects of automobile use, such as intoxicated driving, are considered to be problematic. 

The implications of assuming that social conditions have an objective existence will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 



Whiie objectivist defhitions may f?t our common sense notion of what social problems 

are, h e y  fad to adequately mswez &e qli:estim of why a *#err issire is def-med as a social 

problem. The criterion of harm argument is essentially tautological. The concept of "harm" 

has no independent existence apart from its social context. Therefore, it is illogical to argue 

that the criterion of harm and the concept of social problems are ontologically fixed. Under 

critical scrutiny, the objectivist argument collapses into itself as the lack of a clearly defined 

point at which an issue qlldifies as a social problem renders such designations entirely 

subjective. 

A final criticism of objectivist definitions, that will be developed in greater detail later 

in this chapter, concerns the existence of a real world. At the core of the objectivist argument 

is the assumption that there is a real world that can be accurately measured through the use of 

existing technologies and theoretical perspectives. In social science, there has been the gradual 

realization that the traditional conception of research and its regulative idea of proper method 

cannot be consummated (c.f. Foucault, 1966; Goffman, 1974; or Hazelrigg, 1985). The 

analytic perspective of the researcher is subjective and research bias will influence the findings 

and preclude the possibility of purely objective research. 

The Constructionist Perspective Of Sdal  Problems 

The constructionist perspective was developed in response to the criticisms that were 

made of objectivist conceptions of social problems. While objectivist theorists were concerned 

with defining social problems, the constructionist theorists directed their attention to the 

processes by which claims-making groups6 successfully defined issues as social problems. At 

the core of the constructionist perspective was the view that social problems are the result of 

political processes. 

6 For the purposes of this thesis, claims-making groups are organizations that present arguments about 
specific issues. This category includes single interest groups (such as Child Find B.C.) and government 
agencies (such as the police and swkl services). 



Some constructionist theorists chose to ignore objective conditions when studying 

social problems. This is not to say that these theorists totally disregarded objective conditions, 

but rather, they chose to focus on the processes of claims making. The most influential 

definition of social problems from this perspective is offered by Spector and Kitsuse. For 

these theorists, a social problem is defined as: "the activities of groups making assertions of 

grievances and claims to organizations about some putative conditions" (Spector and Kitsuse, 

1973: 146). 

The key feature of this definition is the recognition of social problems as a product of 

interaction between claims-making groups and policy makers. By getting their conception of a 

given issue accepted by policy makers, these groups have a major role in determining the 

direction that public poky regarding this issue will take. In this perspective, it is the 

responsibility of the claims-making groups to present their conception of the given issue in 

such a way as to demonstrate their authority as a claims-making group as well as to persuade 

policy-makers to accept their definition of the proposed social problem. 

The Critique of Constructionism Offered By -woolgar And Pawhch 

While there have been other criticisms of constructionist definitions, the critique of 

constructionism presented by Woolgar and Pawluch is of particular importance if only due to 

the reactions it provoked. The main charge leveled against constructionist definitions 

concerned the use of "untdoicaf gerrymankring" by constructionist theorists7. These 

researchers also used "selective relativism" or the practice of assuming that some evidence 

(that of the researchers) was more accurate than the evidence presented by the claims-making 

groups. The constructionist theorists were accused of criticizing objectivism while at the same 

time they were using its premises in their explanatory practices. They applied relativism to the 

' Woolgar and Pawluch directed their attention towards what they &fined as "constructivist" theorists which 
included both constructiokts and definitionalists. For the purposes of this chapter, I am focusing my 
attention solely on constructionist arguments. 



ckfutitiond actbities of others but failed to consider its relevance for their own explanatory 

fomulations (Woolgar and Pawlucfi. 1985: 159). 

The attempts to regulate the tension between objectivism and realism by 

constructionists were seen by Wmlgar and Pawluch to involve the use of certain rhetorical 

strategies including o~tofogical gerrymandering. The constructionists placed boundaries 

between assumptions which are understood as being ostensibly problematic and those which 

are not. By doing this, the constructionists created and sustained the differential susceptibility 

of phenomena to ontological uncertainty (Woolgar and Pawluch, 198%: 216). 

Ra-ponses to Wmlgar and Pawfuch 

a. Methodological Caution 

The fundamental character of this response was to call for greater methodological 

caution to be employed by the researchers. Gusfield (1985), for example, felt that the 

constructionist focus, and the insights that it yields, do not necessarily undermine conventional 

analyses. The constructivist fmus revds  the w i d  character of conventional views and the 

possibility of alternative approaches. 

Schneider (1985b:225) adopted a similar stance and argued that constructivist mdysts 

"know" commonsensicaUy that "red problems" exist but ignore the objects of definitional 

activities and the relationship between conditions and definitions. By ignoring the objective 

conditions, these researchers simply refuse to take notice of these conditions; belief in the 

existence of these conditions is neither denied or suspended. Schneider feels that the use of 

objective conditions is an wmecessary element of the constructionist approach. 

For h t ?  Gwfidd and %haeider, h e  objective cor?difior?s about whicI? cairns are 

made may or may not actually ex is^ Their existence may be established empirically, but it is 

irrelevant for research on the activities of social problems participants. For the purposes of 

comtructionist analysis, "the 'contained' can be seen only through the 'containers' provided by 

the social problems participants" (Schneider, 198%: 233). 
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and mehd. Strict c-tioIusts are solely concerned with how defmitions express 

*&e ~ h i m s - ~ s  cxmcqxpcm af Fbkmb; bow these cmct:qiims are pressed as ciaims; 

to whoa are these claims presearsd; md what resources are m&W by the claims-mabg 

p u p s  in order to inah rheir daim more persuasive. 

There are two mfe p i n s  to be made a b u t  the arguments presented by strict 

consmctionists, First, by depicting the world as being a social consuuction. they make no 

~ s u m p n i o n  a b u t  the x c m y  of &e claim pur forth- Ewxi 'bfficial" sources are seen as 

king arrifxts- Therefore, *re is tm ~~ fa ck~finining If one c h h  Is 'kt&' or 

"more accura~e" than another. Claims and claims-making~activities simply exist among a sea of 

other alternatives. 

The find consichaion abut  strict consuuctionisrn to tx discussed here is that there is 

no accounting for the s i a l  context in which the claims-making activity takes place (Rafter, 

1992: 38). Strict constzwrioinisrs effectively ""bracket" their area of study away from the larger 

society. W e  this approach m y  minimize the disruptive effect that social influence may have 

on the analysis, the s i a f  context ofthe claim is a vital determinant in the success or failure of 

tfme claim in the social problems d e t  place. While this perspective offers some valid insights 

into k inemal processes of social problems construction, this utter disregard for external 

influences limits the efferaiveness of this perspective in understanding social pKibfems. 

c. Cmtiextnrtf Cunstructio9lism 

TfK final wimt of constructionism to be addressed here is contextual 

cmsmttrtimism, is t ' ~ ~  with evduaring the efforts of claim-making groups 

the context of larger sElcial. srmctures. As opposed to strict constructionists, contextual 

ccmsmctianisrs assume that rfieqi can know - with reasonable codide:noe - h u t  social 

timi (Best, 1989: 2471, Cumquenti;illy, claims can be used by these theorists to 

etfduape * ifssefiims. 



Contextual constructionists also see the necessity of making statements about social 

conditions (Best, 1989: 248). In order to be able to evaluate the claims presented by various 

groups, it is vital to accept that some evidence has more validity than others. And in keeping 

with the conrextual focus of this perspective, this evidence is often supplied by official 

sou~ces~. 

Criticisms of this Perspective 

The fust main criticism of this perspective is that the evidence of the researcher is 

taken to be correct. Hazekigg directs attention to the fact that the "I" of the researcher is 

ontoIogically given (Hazelrigg, 1986: s5). In other words, the evidence presented by the 

researcher is taken to be external to the processes that are being called into question. This 

assumption is internally inconsistent with the social constructionist argument. From this 

theoretical standpoint, all evidence is to be seen as being a social construction. By granting 

some evidence epistemoIogical priority, the researcher moves beyond constructionism and 

into an area that is much more difficult to support. 

Once the researcher moves 'beyond constructionist boundaries, he or she is put in a 

position of trying to assert a claim without any means of supporting his or her position. 

'Xihut a "pure" method, a hierarchy of claims in the field of social problems cannot be 

constructed. W e  we may know co11111~)fl~ensically that "real" problems exist, there is no 

way of effectively "proving'"&at these conditions have a fured existence over time and space. 

The use of statistics, and in the particular, the use of selective relativism allow 

researchers to construct their evidence to support their conclusions, but at the expense of 

methodofogical purity. Assuming the objective existence of some evidence but not of others 

renders this pefspective d y  partially cunshvctionist and raises mthodological questions that 

call into question any theoretical insights that this form of analysis may yield The assumption 

Far crne such example, see Best (1988). h this article, the validity of missing children claims was evaluated 
rusing FBL statisdcs. 



that some evidence has an existence apart from the social reality presents the clear and 

continuous danger of this perspective backsliding into objectivism (Troyer, 1992: 36-7). 

Moving Beyond Objectivism and Constructionism 

The preceding paragraphs are not intended to be a comprehensive assessment of the 

nature of social problems research. Rather, this is to be seen as something of an exercise in 

understanding the theoretical moves carried out by some of the major perspectives and the 

criticisms of these approaches. It appears that there are serious methodological flaws in each 

of these perspectives and that there Is a need for new directions in social problems research in 

order to circumvent these difficulties. 

Spector and Kitsuse (1973) intended that their definition of social problems and the 

subsequent research generate new avenues for research. The critique of Woolgar and Pawluch 

(1985) opened up additional possibilities within constructionist research. Briefly, these 

responses to Woolgar and Pawluch's criticisms include: (1) calls for greater methodological 

caution (Gusfield and Schneider (1985)); (2) a move towards strict constructionism (Troyer 

(192jj; and, (3) the ckveiopment of contextual constructionism (Best: 1987; 1989; 1991 ; 

Rafter 1992). 

As the above discussion has demonstrated, there are still serious methodological 

problems with each of these constructionist perspectives. So instead of putting myself in a 

position of having to chose between the devil md the deep blue sea, 7 propose that a new 

perspective be developed that is consistent with the spirit of Spector and Kitsuse's definition 

but does not share the same methodological limitations. 

Abandoning Empiricism 

At the heart of the constructionist dilemma is the exogenic/endogenic antimony 

(Gergen, 1985: 269). Appeals to factual evidence and the presumption of an objective 

existence are inconsistent with the endogenic perspective, within which knowledge depends 



on processes that are endemic to the organism. The human tendencies to think, categorize or 

process information are of paramount importance (Gergen, 1985: 269). It follows, then, that 

any appeals by constructionists to empirical evidence will be inconsistent with the endogenic 

perspective in which they are working. 

For the sake of methodological consistency, I suggest that further constructionist 

analysis eschew all appeals to empiricism. This move will be even more demanding than it 

appears. By abandoning empiricism, I am also choosing to forego any appeals to factual 

"truth". By suspending belief in the commonsense basis of social reality, the processes that 

create this reality become evident. 

Another element of d y s i s  that is no longer available to us once we abandon 

empiricism is the pursuit of the origin of a given phenomenon. Through the use of endogenic 

based analysis, the attempt to fur the origin of a social phenomenon in time and space becomes 

an exercise in futility. We can arbitrarily select a point at which we begin analysis, or where 

our data claim the phenomena began, but we can never be completely sure of the origin of our 

given topic of study. 

Similarly, we can trace the evolution of a social phenomenon and account for these 

changes on the basis of the social context. What we are not able to do is provide definitive 

statements concerning the development of social problems or propose a causal relationship 

between current packaging of the social problem and identifiable conditions. We can base our 

conclusions only on the evidence that is available to us. We cannot impute the motives of the 

social actors; nor do we have grounds to believe that we have located aU of the causes of a 

given issue. 

Tiris p m p t i v e  sheds light or7 'Ltrz meodoIo@cal hitations in ;he work of other 

~ ~ s t s  on d a  By &pgicg that news organizations distort the news, one relies on the 

under1ying assumption that an objective truth exists and is available to the researcher (c.f 

Ericson, Bafattek and €%an (1991), Hennan and ChomsIry (1988) or Vouvakis aod Ericson 



(1984)). Without this assumption of at least a more accurate reading of the truth in newspaper 

stories, the ,researchers have no backing for their arguments. 

The appeal to empirical evidence by researchers inevitably leads to some form of 

ontological gerrymandering. AH knowledge is communal and all claims that are put forth are 

the result of negotiations both within and without the claims-making bodies. What separates 

these claims are the arguments put forward in their defence. Claims about smoking by the 

Surgeon General have no more objective accuracy than the argument presented by your 

Grandmother. The difference between these two clairns lies in the authority M e d  to each 

claims-making body and the arguments presented in support of these assertions. 

Through the assumption of a non-empirical approach to social problems analysis, the 

processes of consent generation can be examined via the use of appeals to empirical evidence. 

The abandonment of empiricism does not imply that anyttung goes as far as analysis is 

concerned. Through the use of a theoretical perspective as an entry point for analysis, one can 

conduct an examination of social problem construction along pre-defined parameters. The 

choice of a theoretical perspective becomes of critical importance as it serves to 

simultaneously liberate and constrain the researcher. 

The goal of this perspective is not to generate objective knowledge, nor is it to provide 

the de f~ t ive  statement of social problem research. Rather, my aim is to point out the 

methodological limitations of current approaches to social problems and provide new avenues 

for research. I am not naive enough to hope that everyone will drop his or her theoretical 

perspectives after reading this thesis. This is not so much an advertisement for a new 

theoretical orientation as it is a challenge to all social science researchers to critically examine 

their theoretical and methodological assumptions. 

EvoIutifpnary Constructionist Analysis 

What I propose is that comtructionist theory be applied to the evolutionary model of 

naturaf science developed by Stephen Tothin. At the heart of this model is the view that 



social problems are the end product of an ongoing dialogue between claims-making groups 

and external structures9. Toulmin's research is intended as a conceptual entry point into the 

analysis of social problems. I am not accepting all of Toulmin's methodological assumptions 

nor am I suggesting that Toulmin's analysis is epistemologically superior to other perspectives. 

The use of Toulnin is due to the fact that there are theoretical implications in his work that 

have yet to be Nly developed and it serves as a way of methodologically grounding my 

analysis. 

Toulminian models have been used to circumvent concerns about the s'uuctural clarity 

of both constructionism and media studies. The aim of this thesis is to use a clearly articulated 

structural model in order to examine the role of interpretation in social problems theory. 

Unlike the work of Marxist content analysts or contextual constructionists, this form of 

research cannot make assertions about socio-economic structures, since the model does not 

allow extrapolation beyond the data sources being consulted. The following paragraphs 

outline the external, internal, and statistical components of Toulmin's model. 

External factors, such as current government policy and newspaper coverage, can be 

seen as providing the context for dz'i.mining the success or f d m  of a claims-making 

campaign. By paying attention to the context in which the claims are being made, one can 

reach some understanding of the reasoning behind the particular articulation of the claims in 

question (Toulmin, 1967: 464). For example, this thesis will examine the linking of the missing 

children social problem in British Columbia during 1981 to child sexual abuse which was 

atready recognized as a social proble&" The need to revitalize the missing children social 

For the p q m s s  of definition, external factors will be taken to represent "social, historical, political and 
economic factors as well as the various conditions that provide different oppominities for and place various 
obstacles in the way of intellectual innovation" (Touimin, 1967: 460-1) 

'' For an example of the legitimacy of the Child Abuse Problem in British Columbia please see the "Royal 
Commission on Family and Children's Law" (The Berger Commission (1974)) which began as a British 
CoInmbia Study and was expanded into a Federal Commission. 



problem in order to compete with other problems on the social problems marketplace will also 

be examined. 

While such external conditions may influence the direction that claims-makers take in 

developing their arguments, and the ultimate success of their claims, they are insufficient to 

explain the process of claims-making activity in its entirety. There is little explanation 

provided of why some conceptual variants within the pool of available options are developed 

at certain times while others are effectively ignored (Toulmin, 1967b: 88). 

By examining the internal activities of claims-making groups, one can gain insights 

about the mechanisms of the claims-making process". It is through examination of the clairns- 

making group that the researcher can examine how these groups verse their arguments in 

terms that will develop public support, ensure news media coverage, and persuade policy- 

makers to accept their conception of the given issue". 

A very important methodological consideration that must be mentioned here concerns 

the study of claims-making groups. There has been a tendency of some researchers (in 

particular, contextual constructionists) to refer to the motives of claims-making groups. As 

& U s  (1940) has argued, it is virtualiy impossible to impute the motives of social actors. The 

observed actions of the claims-making groups may not be an accurate representation of the 

motives that lie behind these activities. Research must be concerned only with people's talk 

about their motives. There is a serious danger that the subjective interpretations of the 

researcher may be taken to represent the actual intentions of the subjects. This methodological 

weakness can be avoided without jeopardizing the theoretical insights that this perspective 

offers. 

I' While Toulmin focused on individuals. I have chosen to focus on claims-making groups as the focal point 
of internal considerations. 

'* The need for positive press coverage for the success of most claims-making activities cannot be under- 
estimated. Most claims-making groups are outside the sphere of government influence and have to resort to 
appeals through the news media in order to have their arguments reach the public and claims-making 
groups. 
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abduction; sources quoted; whether the story represents a claim or a counter-claim; and 

finally, the form of c~verage (primary, secondary or tertiary)I5. Newspaper analysis represents 

only one form of media that this model can be applied toI6. Other sources of data could 

include: journal publications; coverage on television news; and the number of television 

shows and movies that deal with the given issue. 

Theoretical Implications Of This Model 

With the basic elements of this model in place, attention may now be directed towards 

the theoretical implications of this perspective. In keeping with the spirit of early 

constructionist theory, this model is primarily concerned with examining the processes that 

underlie social problems construction. Claims-making activity lies at the heart of 

constructionist analysis. It would be a mistake to lose sight of this approach, as there are still 

many theoretical insights in this perspective that are yet to be revealed. 

What separates this perspective from other variants of constructionist theory is that a 

social problem is seen as an evolutionary process rather than a static interaction between 

clim--g groups and their au&c~ces". It is conceived to have "a continuing identity 

through time, and is characterized as much by the processes as by the content of any one 

historical cross section" (Toulmin, 1967a: 466). Such a tradition will be concerned with the 

elements of continuity and variability within the given social problem. 

It is of particular interest from this perspective to examine why social problems 

develop along certain dimensions, and why particular forms of arguments are enlisted at some 

points of their history but not at others. Do the new forms of the claims put forth by the 

'' This tist is arbitrary and selective. It stands to reason that any list would be necessarily subjective in nature. 
The important consideration, at this level of analysis, is to accurately chart the amount of coverage devoted 
to the issue and its conceptual variants. 

l6 In fact, Toufrnin originally used this model to trace the linear development of scientific thought. 

l7 To be fair. Spector and Kitsuse attempted to develop a natural history of social problems as having a single 
trajectory (eg. frmn "discovery" of problem to the "solution"). 



claims-making groups meet the demands that external factors place on them better than their 

predecessors (Toulmin, 1967a: 4&)? And fmally, what conditions either favor the 

continuance of a social problem, or demand that new claims be made in order to preserve its 

existence? 

A key difference bet-zcen this model and other frameworks used to conduct content 

analysis is that this perspective cannot take the reactions of readers and other target 

populations as a given in the examination of arguments. A key weakness of content analysts in 

the past has been their assumption of universality of sensory experiencei8, which frees the 

researcher to move beyond his or her impressions of the data and determine how the given 

audience would react, therefore enabling the transition from examination to explanation. 

Unfortunately, this rhetorical move is subject to the same criticisms that Mills (1940) 

raised about the imputation of motive. There is simply no basis on which claims to universality 

of experience can be made. While the Toulrninian model enables me to trace the development 

of the newspaper depiction over time, this thesis will necessarily be impressionistic rather than 

realist in s~ope '~ .  The key difference in narrative between these forms of research is that the 

impressionist recounts the events as helshe has seen them instead of making realist 

assumptions about factual accuracy and comprehensiveness (Van Maanen, 1988: 102). The 

differences between evolutionary constructionism and contextual constructionism are 

summarized in Table 1:2. 

With this theoretical perspective in place, we can now develop the analytic tool for 

breaking the arguments of claims makers down into parts that can be analyzed within the 

framework of evolutionary constructionism. By decomposing the claims into their 

components, the researcher can better understand the role of each of the parts of the argument 
-- 

" This htorical move is especially evident in script analyses of media violence. 

l9 Geertz (1983: 154) has argued that it is possible to apply the anthropologist's ethnographic style of inquiry 
to the study of contempow human thought. My application of impressionist ethnography to Toulminian 
analysis is intended to highlight the role of interpretation in constructionist theory. 



and gain some insights into both the form of arguments used and the theoretical assumptions 

that underlie these claims. I feel that the best analytic tool for this purpose is the 

aforementioned model developed by Joel Best. 

Model Being Used 

This thesis will use the model of arguments developed by Toulrri (1958). Although 

this model was originally applied to simple, three line arguments, it is also effective in breaking 

down the arguments presented by claims-making groups (as demonstrated by Best, 1987). 

From this perspective, an argument can be seen to consist of three elements: grounds, 

warrants, and conclusions or claims. While I have chosen tc use Best's model, I do not 

necessarily accept all of the analytic moves he has made in using this model. 

Grounds 

Grounds refer to the data that claims-makers present in support of their claims. The 

grounds used by claims-making groups in social problem construction are usually attempts to 

define the dimensions of a given issue in a way that justifies the proposed conclusions. For the 

missing children social problem the grounds presented by claims-makers can be broken down 

forther into definitions, examples, and incidence estimates. 

a. Definitions 

Claims-making groups attempt to define both the boundaries of the proposed social 

problem, and the nature or severity of this area. Domain statements refer to the efforts of the 

claim-makhg groups to e-staWsh the Ixmd&a of their social pmblern (Eest, 1987: t M). In 

the case of the missing children swid problem, there was (and sW is) ccmsi&rable debate 

concerning who qualifies as a missing child. 

Orientation statements, on the other hand, refer to the conception of a social 

problem that claims-making groups present to the audience (Best, 1987: 105). For example, in 





the case of missing children, to be "missing" is taken to necessarily imply being "endangered". 

By establishing - a clear threat to children, claims-making groups develop public concern and 

support for strong action to resolve this problem. 

b. Typijjing Examples 

The examples used by claims-making groups attract public attention and develop 

public concern for the given issue. In the newspaper coverage, emotionally riveting "grabber" 

stories are often used. These stories relate extreme, sensationalistic examples of the given 

social problem to the public, and it is by their very nature that these atrocity tales generate 

public concern. 

other effect of these atrocity taies isn't as obvious to the public. When the public is 

presented with atrocity tales as examples of h e  given phenomenon, readers begin to view the 

entire social problem in terms of these extreme examples. The use of high profile missing 

children cases like that of Michael C)unaheezo helps legitimate the missing children social 

problem as a serious issue. Chks-makers try to draw our attention to examples that justify 

their claims (Best, 1990: xxi). The use of stranger abduction cases, in particular, typifies the 

missing children social probIem and adds a sense of urgency to the claim-maken' assertions 

about this issue. 

The statistical claims lhat cfairns-making p u p s  present concerning a given issue are 

of statistical appeals concerning respectively: ( I )  the estimated extent of the problem; (2) the 

'O ~bIDunataeRwasbrier~mentionedinEootoote5ofdKIn~onand~rinbe&scassedingreater 
detail in Chptem Two. Three, aDd Fom. 



Esfimafing the Extent of the Prubkm 

These statistical claims are intended to persuade ihe ~~ibf ic  &at a given iswe affects a 

large segment of the population. If the public can be convinced that the missing children social 

problem harms a large number of people, there wiil be increased concern about this area 

(Best, 1987: 106). These estimations are particularly effective in legitimizing the social 

problem in its early stages. Through a combination of atrocity tales with large numerical 

claims abu t  the missing children mid problem, ~s issue was recognized as a serious issue 

in its early stages of development. 

Growth Patterns 

The growth patterns of a given issue are another effective d y s t  for generating 

public interest in the d y  stages of a social problem. Through arguments that a given 

condition is occurring with greater frequency than in the past, public concern is focused on 

ensuring that this problem is stopped before it gets worse (EEest, f 987: 107). Claims about the 

growth pattems are particularly effective if the given incident does not occur often. For 

example, ad&tional 50 c=s of stranger abductions would constitute a dramatic increase 

while the same number of assaults wwld not be as significant. 

Ratrge €%ins 

The range claim are the final area of statistical claims espoused by claim-making 

g m p .  The basis of these claims is that if a given social problem is seen to affect all segments 

rrf the population, there wilf be kcrased public support for the means to stop the spread of 

this problem (Best, 1987: 108). In the Ianpage of claims-making groups, references to 

"epidemics" or random crime patterns p h  d y  all segments of the popufation at risk of 

bingvic"- - A  



w-ts 
in Tau'mrin's mdysis of argcments, warrants serve as bridges 'miween grounds and 

cowfrrsions. These S I ~ U C ~ S  jmw- accepting the proposed cooclusions based on the 

av&&le grounds. Witffiff~a home especially important when there are counter-claims that 

refute the grounds presented by daims-&g groups. Established warrants can enable the 

audience to accept proposed coixlitsions even though the grounds of tfie argument may be 

iefutrtd, 

watTants ~pme as bgk& bridges between the grounds %.he proposed 

c m c l w i m .  In effect, the w m t s  justify accepting the conclusions based on the avdable 

evidence. Once these warrants have been euablished, they can be used to modify the grounds 

in order to address new argument fields or respond to modify the existing grounds that are 

cEr;tlienged by ~ounter-cl ia i~.  Best developed six warrants in his d y s i s  of the missing 

cM&n social problem: I I ]  the sentimental value of children; (2) the blameless victim; (3) 

asxlciaed evjfs; (4) deficient policies; (5) historical continuity; and fmally, (6) the rights and 

f d o m  of children mest, 6 987: i 09- 1 12)" - 

c-ittrsiom 

Cmiusions are the spec if^ mic~nmendations that claims-malting groups present as 

ways of &ding wP& a a d  p b k m .  Tire cfaims-making activity is canied out to justify their 

v i w  th this single set of recommendations is the oniy logical option available to the public in 

of tfse available evidence. In ternas of the ~ 1 u s i o n s  presented by the cIaims-making 

eispwpo, Best examined the fd~uriag: ( I )  awareness; (2) prevention; (3) social control 

p1iera; and, [4) other abjectives?. 

" Tl$ese c-1- will be in Ql;iprer Tfnee- They are mentioned h primarily to draw 
m;o~~jf3lQe9ipsliaEIC+f. 



Through the decomposition of arguments into their requisite components, it becomes 

possible to examine: (1) the rhetorical effect of these arguments; (2) the audiences towards 

which they are directed; (3) the tactics employed by the claims-makers in order to persuade 

the audience; (4) the underlying assumptions and motivations behind this particular manner of 

constructing an argument; (5) the form of the argument (is it designed to reaff-inn existing 

conceptions about a given issue or to develop a new form of analysis within the subject area?); 

and fmaliy, (6) the expected consequences of these arguments on the target populations. 

Applying This Model To Social Problems Analysis: A Conclusion and an Introduction 

Now that we have anned ourselves with a new approach to social problem analysis, all 

&at remains is to test this model. As it stands now, evolutionary constructionism is more of an 

orientating strategy than a grounded theory. While the theoretical and methodological 

statements appear sound, these need to be applied to an actual case study to determine if this 

mudel actually opens up any new avenues for research. 

f have chosen to apply this model to the newspaper depiction of the missing children 

social problem in British Columbia from January 1, 198 1 to December 3 1, 199 1. The choice 

of this time frame will allow me to trace the development of a social problem from its incident 

fThe Olson  abduction^)^; to gauge the effects of conceptual variants (parental abductions and 

runaways) and counter-claims (fund raking scandals, low number of stranger abductions, 

etc.); and finally, to examine the mechanics of a "warrant re-establishing" example (Mxhael 

Dunahee). The eleven year time frame is also short enough to allow a sufficient level of depth 

of d y s i s  while staying within the boundaries of a Master's thesis. 

The find reason for the choice of the missing children social problem is that there has 

k e n  a great deal of raamh on this topic and rdated issues. The existence of research carried 

m t  -by theorists h r n  other ptzrspecrives serves as something of a benctmark ro assess the 

f k b g s  generated by this model. Tire crucial consideration behind this model is that it is not a 

In 1982, Clifford Olson was cmmicted for the murders of 1 1 children during 1980 and 1981. He has 
become a visible symbol a•’ the treat that chifd abdrrctors pose to the public. 



radical departure from existing theories, but rather, it represents a response to criticisms of 

current variants of constructionist theory. 

The final note to be made here is that I have come not to bury constructionism or to 

praise it but to recognize it for what it truly is: a promising theoretical perspective that has 

been hampered by methodological and theoretical shortcomings. While the inclusion of 

Toulminian analysis is not intended to cure all of the ills of this perspective, it provides a new 

direction for subsequent research while maintaining the original emphasis on claims-making 

groups that made Spector and Kitsuse's work so appealing to sociologists. 



If. Trends in the Newspaper Depiction of the Missing Children Social Problem, 
l?ftl-f??l 

Introduction 

The depiction of missing children by British Columbian newspapers1 provided a unique 

opportunity for an examination of the construction of social problems. In particular, the eleven 

year period from 198 1 to 1991 was marked by two of the largest missing children investigations 

in British Columbian history: the abductions linked to Clifford Olson2 in 19813 and the 

disappearance of Michael Dunahee in 1991" .s decade also included the emergence of parental 

abductions and runaways as publicly recognized social problemss. 

The choice of this particular topic allowed the media depiction of claims-making groups to be 

examined. A comparison of the differences between single interest groups (the parents group 

fronted by Chris Burgess in 1981) and a local chapter of an American missing children 

organization (Child Find BC) provided a context for examining news media designations of social 

problem ownership6. These features and the relatively short time frame enabled a comprehensive 

analysis of this issue while remaining within the parameters of a Master's thesis. 

I For this thesis, "missing child stories'hill refer to newspqer articles that had missing children as the dominant 
theme. These stories are tabulated by both page and separate story counts. Specific missing children stories refer 
to articles that focus on a single child. 

* While Clifford Olson was mentioned in Chapter One, the newspaper depiction of him and the child abductions 
he was linked to will be developed during the course of this chapter. 

"M~assive investigation - possibly B.C.'s largest" (Province, August 21, 1981: Al)  

Tictoria poiice ... mount h e  biggest investigation in the city's history" (Frovince, March 27, I991:3) 

wChildren in the Crossfire" (Province, February 16,1986: 53); "Runaways are a 'low priority' for police" 
@-evince, May 26,1986: 28. 

TheSe groups will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three. 



Research Design 

The data set for this thesis consisted of 338 articles on missing children collected from the 

Vancouver Sun and the Vancouver Province from January 1, 198 1 to December 3 1, 199 1'. The 

stories were located through the use of the British Columbian and Canadian News Indexes. In 

addition to these sources, a page by page analysis of each newspaper was conducted for a one 

week period preceding and immediately following each listed articles. 

The Province and Sun represent two of the most prevalent forms of newspaper reporting in 

Canada9. The Vancouver Province takes a "popular based" editorial stance and is oriented 

towards a less educated audience. The Vancouver Sun occupies a mid-point, or "mass", position 

on this continuum (Ericson, Baranek, and Chan, 1991: 35)". 

Through the choice of these two papers, with their different editorial stances and target 

demographics, the relationship between presentation of missing person cases and target 

populations could be established. By including these different styles of newspaper reporting in my 

sample, I was able to examine variations in the method of presenting missing children cases. As 

well, these two papers devoted considerable coverage to the geographical area of interest for this 

thesis (namely, British Columbia). 

' In the interests of establishing a comprehensive coverage of the stories within this time frame a period of six 
months in either temporal direction was used in order to cover any stories that extend beyond these boundaries. 

' These checks did not reveal any new story iines but did help in locating 11 articles that were overlooked in the 
News Index listings. The most common example of this trend was listing one or two stories per newspaper page 
when there were more. 

Tfte Globe and Mail was used in a preliminary analysis of newspaper coverage of the missing children social 
problem in British Columbia Since this paper devoted very little coverage to this issue, it was not included in 
the find data set. 

la Ericson, Baranek and Chan refer to the target markets that different newspa-pers pursue. Popular based 
newspapers emphasize the emotional and entertainment based elements of news stories. On the other hand, 
quality newspapers seek acceptance through more literary means and tend to offer longer articles with fewer 
photographs and other forms of physical adornment. Between these two extremes lie the mass newspapers which 
incorporate aspects of popular aMt quality reporting formats in order to appeal to a wider range of readers 
(Ericson. Baranek and Chan. 1991:35). 



In examining this issue, a central question emerges: Is there a consistent frame of issue 

depiction for missing children cases in British Columbia? In order to address this concern, it 

is important to study a wide variety of indicators to determine what trends emerged in the data 

set. This chapter will focus primarily on revealing quantitative trends in order to provide a context 

for a broader analysis of this issue in Chapters Three and Four. In particular, the following 

questions will be addressed in this chapter: 

(1) What were the overall article frequencies and trends? 

(2) What themes emerged in the presentation of the missing children social problem and how were 

they related to specific cases? 

(3) What topics and sub-topics were used to develop these themes? How were they influenced by 

contextual and temporal considerations? 

(4) How were specific missing children cases presented? Were there specific categories of 

examples? 

(5) What strategies were used in the presentation of missing children? Was there a relationship 

between the type of missing child and patterns of coverage? 

(6) How were offenders depicted in the coverage of this issue? Was there a correspondence 

between the category of missing child and feelings of threat? 

(7) What functions did official agencies and interest groups play in the development and depiction 

of the missing children social problem? Was there a relationship between issue ownership and the 

style and amount of newspaper coverage? Were there consistent patterns with regard to the 

sources quoted in these articles? Were there differences in the selection of sources between the 

Vmcouver Sun and the Province'? %%hat patferns emerged in the use of sources and how were 

they r e i ~ ~  to sspecific lxlising c U h n  txises? 

The selected time frame (1981 to 1991) enabled me to trace the development of the missing 

cWhn social problem in the newspaper coverage while keeping the amount of research required 



for this project down to a manageable level. The eleven year period was of particular importance 

in studying the development of missing children cases. This decade witnessed the official 

"problematization" of missing children; the Olson abductions which served as a high profile 

depiction of missing children; and the presentation of counterclaims challenging the legitimacy of 

both the claims-making groups and their "solutions" to the missing children social problem. By 

including the years before and after these pivotal incidents in the history of missing children 

coverage, I was able to explore the effects of claims-makers. 

This project is not intended to represent a definitive statement on the media construction of the 

missing children social problem. The 1980's were chosen in large part because it was during this 

decade that the "missing children" issue emerged. With more time, tracing the evolution of this 

issue over a period of decades, rather than years, would have generated interesting findings. This 

would have especially been the case if the research could have connected the depiction of this 

issue to the changing conceptions of childhood over the past century". 

The quantitative content analysis was used to reveal aggregate patterns in news content. This 

form of analysis operates from the premise that repetition is the most valuable indicator of 

significance (Ericson, Baranek, and Chan, 1991: 50). Thls approach was integrated with 

qualitative documentary analysis, which is concerned with understanding how human expression 

articulates social order (Ericson, Baranek, and Chan, 1991: 55). When enlisted together in this 

thesis, quantitative content analysis revealed patterns in news presentation, while qualitative 

content analysis elaborated this work with descriptive detail of ideographic cases and illustrative 

examples of accounting practices (Ericson, Baranek, and Chan, 1991: 57)''. 

" In particular, the type of andysis conducted by Platt (1977) would have generated some intriguing findings 
concerning the relationship between the depiction of missing children cases and prevailing images of children 
and childhood. 

'"or a list of the variables used and their definitions, please refer to Appendix A. The basic form of the coding 
sheet used for this thesis was derived from Johnson (1988). 



The Ouantitative Content Analvsis 

The reason for using content analysis in this thesis was to better understand the relationship 

between the media (in this case, newspapers) and missing children claims-makers. As mentioned 

above, this thesis was also concerned with tracing developments over time in the newspaper 

reprting of missing children stories. For these reasons, it seemed appropriate that a study 

concerned with media presentations of news events, and with the social impact of such 

presentations on public conceptions of social problems, should study newspaper accounts 

fmthand. 

The main focus of the quantitative content analysis was to reveal consistent patterns of 

depicting the offender, victim, community and official agencies that would support the existence 

of a frame for the newspaper depiction of missing children. By examining the use of sources, 

article frequencies, and other elements of story construction devoted to specific missing children, 

it was possible to develop categories of newspaper coverage. The quantitative analysis was based 

on the major themes of child depiction, development of threat and official response to specific 

incidents originally developed by Joel Best (1987). These categories were used in the delineation 

of content analysis items which were in turn organized under the following general headings: 

newspaper identity, date, page, topic, subtopic, sources quoted, specific missing child, location, 

nature of disappearance, theme, and claims-making groups topics (see Appendix A). All 338 

Vancouver Sun and Province articles were then coded for these items, and the resulting data were 

subjected to quantitative andysis using the SPSS and Harvard Graphics facilities of the Simon 

Fraser University UNIX system. 

Having s;tib this, some f .~ . l~&do!~gi~d &icim of q ~ ~ t i t b i v e  content mdysis ~f media 

should be noted. The first common criticism is &at the reseackr m y  bye  the tendency to 

count only words or specific phrases and fail to derive any signif~cant findings concerning the area 

being studied (Shaughnessy and Zechmeister, 1990: 137). This work, of course, was also 

restricted to data that are indeed d l e  to qua~ltif~cation (Eicson, Barmek, and Chan, 199 1 : 



51). Even when such data are present, the researcher is frequently limited to categories 

predefined by the sources mid). The major limitation of this style of research is that the emphasis 

on repeatability ignores the larger social context in which these events are occurring. 

A second and opposite criticism is that the content analyst may be led to take creative 

liberties with the fmdings, viewing the data or selecting information that fit into his or her 

preconceived views of what the findings should be. In the process, the researcher may ignore the 

majority of the data that point in directions other than the one being anticipated (Palys, 1992: 

278)13. This diff~culty was rmnunuRd 
* .  a by adopting the methodological strategy of "examining" 

rather than "explaining" the development of this issue, restricting the analysis to a grounded 

presentation of available information. 

Thircf, content analyses of this type cannot incorporate cases that are excluded from the 

sample or from the media coverage altogether. As a result, the examination of the accounting 

process and the construction of news stories is not possible through quantitative work alone. Only 

observational methodologies based in newsrooms and source organizations can tell us what is 

considered for inclusion but not published and why (Ericson, Baranek, and Chan, 1991: 51). Such 

research - while important in understanding this area - is beyond the scope of the thesis. 

The Oualitative Documentarv Anaivsis 

With the quantitative component of the content analysis in place, a qualitative analysis 

focusing on the handling by the two newspapers of the missing children issue in general, and of 

British Columbia cases in particular, was developed. The main objective of the qualitative level of 

analysis was to detemiae if there was my evidence of an operative h i e ' 4  in the stoiies being 

'' f ince h e  majority of the research used in Zhqter One focused on claims-mairing groups, there is a tendency to 
everemphasize their importance. The significance of this bias will become apparent later in this chapter and in 
Chapters Three and Four. 

'' For the purposes of &is thesis, the "framen will refer to standardized patterns of coverage of missing children 
cases. Ihe thesis will also examine the relationship between this "frame" and the warrants used in the 
consauction of the missing children social problem. 



studied that corresponded to the arguments presented by claims-making groups. Selected case 

studies were used to highlight the categories proposed in the above model. Attention was paid to 

how the frame developed, where it came from, and how it was reinforced through repeated use. 

The other reason for using qualitative methodologies was to examine the effects of issue 

ownership and claims-making activities on the depiction of the missing children social problem. 

By examining the arguments presented by groups involved with this issue, it becomes possible to 

assess the relative strength of groups with conflicting images of a given topic. In this thesis, the 

dialogue between claims-making groups, official agencies and the media will be an important area 

of study. 

To determine the influence of depictive frames and claims-making groups on the presentation 

of missing children stories in these two newspapers, I have compared czses eliciting high and low 

intensity newspaper co~erage'~. This comparative analysis was enlisted to identify the connections 

between the elements of a particular story and its suitability for use in newspapers. An effort was 

made to standardize geographic area and time frame wherever possible in order to minimize the 

effect of external variables and be better able to measure the specifics of each individual case 

against the frame itself. 

Model Being Used 

For the purposes of this thesis, the missing children social problem will be conceptualized in 

terms of depiction by the Vancouver Sun and the Province. In particular, the presence of a 

repeatable pattern of coverage or frame of issue depiction is pivotal to my examination of this 

issue. The frame refers to the structure rather than the substantive content of newspaper articles 

about missing children. At this level of analysis, the issue of what is presented to the reader is less 

I' By high intensity coverage, I am referring to cases that were the basis of ten or more newspaper articles. The 
spzcfic frequencies for each child will be shown in Figure 25 and discussed in p e r  detail later in this 
chapter. 



important than how this information is conveyed. The sources, themes, topics and subtopics are 

vital to establishing a context through which the reader can conceptualize a given incident. 

The frame, as something of a structural abstraction, is =cult to isolate. In this thesis, I have 

chosen to develop the missing children story frame through reference to the roles played by 

themes, topics, subtopics, and sources in the generation of this social problem dynamic. 

The themes used by the two newspapers serve as the first level of the depictive framework. 

They are often implicitly stated within the newspaper coverage and serve as narrative 

development in a specific article and often throughout the coverage devoted to a given incident. 

Of the six themes to be discussed in this thesis, four of them (offender blaming, official reaction, 

claims-making group arguments and victim blaming) deal primarily with the identification of a 

threat and the responses of the police, government officials and concerned citizens to deal with 

the problem. The other two themes (child depiction, and searches for missing children) focus on 

the human interest element of missing children cases by emphasizing the reaction of the people 

close to the missing child. The missing children cases that contain these themes usually do not 

have access to the same feelings of threat and concern associated with incidents under police 

investigation. 

The themes are expressed primarily in the topics used by the newspapers. Topics are the main 

focus of the article and include: primary examples; secondary examples; police investigations; and, 

claims-making groups. As the primary vehicles for the expression of the themes, the topics convey 

the necessary feelings of concern, threat or emotional attachment through the development of 

clearly defined victims, offenders, investigative responses, and interest groups. Without such 

delineated characters and scenarios, it would be difficult for readers to mentally construct these 

irxide~ts and develop emutiond WaDments to the story lirres. 

The development of p n i r y  ckracters and scenarios by the topics is supported h u g h  the 

introduction of secondary characters and plot development in the subtopics. The subtopics include 

the depiction of the child, family, suspect, police investigators, and interest groups. While the 

topics introduce readers to the main characters, the subtopics provide a clearer picture of the 



given incident and of the people involved. By including the parents of the missing child in the 

story coverage, a message is conveyed to the audience about the effects that this type of incident 

can have on the family and an entry point is provided for vicarious participation. Likewise, 

personality profdes of the p i c e  investigators give readers additional insights into the human 

interest implications of these cases. 

The final element of this frame are the sources used by the newspapers. As is the case with 

the themes, topics, and subtopics, the sources play a pivotal role in determining the nature of 

emotional appeal being used in the construction of the given story line. Stories that use either the 

f d y  of the missing child or the general public as sources tend to appeal to the emotional 

attachment between the reader and the seer-ario to generate interest. On the other hand, the use of 

the police and claims-making groups as sources reflects attempts to either respond to feelings of 

concern or generate them. 

All elements of this depictive frame were isolated after I conducted a general overview of the 

data set. In particular, I paid particular attention to how the emergence of missing children story 

lines corresponded to Joel Best's mudel of missing children coverage. The combhation of this 

initial analysis with the theoretical foundation led to the development of these categories. 

Warrants (blameless victim; sentimental value of victim; rights and freedoms; historical 

continuity; associated evils; and deficient policies) provided the framework for the evolution of 

the categories I used in this thesis. These warrants are clearly evident in the themes, topics, and 

subtopics and were confmed by my initial analysis of the data set. 

To be more specific, the warrants addressing rights and freedoms, deficient policies, 

associated evils, and historid continuity were used almost exclusively in incidents involving 

public safety. One obvious example of this approach would be to jux-se a story about miss'ig 

chifctren with a report about cutbacks to programs to prevent child abuse. 

On the other hand, the other wanrants were used in stories that emphasiized the human 

interest element of the given case *r than cmpbskhg an ongoing threat to children. The 

bIameless cMd as a metaphm facilitates vicarious participation without zapking the additional 



rhetorical impact provided by a c W y  defined offender- In other words, these warrants address 

the rea&h  of the f d y  while the others depict the response of the police. 

Find* 

(I) Trends in the hpictiun of hfhshg Chifdren Cases 

There was considerable diversity in the intensity of the newspaper coverage of the missing 

children social, problem during rhe course of the ten year time frame. This difference in the level of 

attention devoted to this issue is graphically evident in Figure 2: 1. 

This graph &monsmtes a high degree of fluctuation from year to year as well as a significant 

decrease in the number of arricIes in the later part of the decade- For example, in 1981 130 

articles (38.5% of the sample) fmwd on missing children cases and the number of articles 

decreased until it reached a low of 3 (0.98) in 1990. The main exceptions to this trend were 

1986, when there was a large number of articles d a h g  with claims-making groups (a total of 29 

articles or 8.6%) and 1991, which was marked by the abduction of Michael Dunahee (32 articles 

or 9.5% of the sample). 

The other main tread in this p p h  was the decrease in the nu&r of articles in the 

Vill~~olfver Sun after 1985'5 In fact, after 1986. the vast majority of missing children stories were 





printed in tire Province. A possibk reason f x  this downturn in the nuxnkr of articles in the Sun is 

&a as ihe official eomem & u ~  rhis issue Eieciined, there were fewer potential police 

invdgdom and other ftwms af o fk id  response around which the Sun could construct its story 

lines, On the other hand, tfre Prt;ruince tended to use either the victim's friends or family as sources 

whife developislg the h u m  iatemsf angle in its coverage. 

There c1usters of starks ?.hat raemb1ed the crime wave dynamic (Fishman, 1978: 537). 

This dirstering was especially &dent in f 98 1,1983. ;znd 199 f wkre there was st large number of 

~ z k g  cW&n mikks'? Lq L !  fdbw&3g paragraphs, z series of h ~ ~ s  accw~ndng for the 

differem in the intensity of coverage of spxific missing children cases will be presented. These 

arguments deal with the depidon of W f i c  victims and with the current state of the missing 

children miat. problem. The d y s k  is intended to provide an orientation ro the basic themes 

generafed in fhe newspapers and in doing so, to establish an entry point for a more in depth 

d y s i s  of this issue in Chapre= I"firre and Four. 

f2) TEremes ira tfre Depirfitw dtb% lMitssirtg Chilidren Social Prdhn 

were five mah1 ~~ in the n e m q x q m  depiction of the missing children social 

problem: (1 1 offender blaming; ( 2 )  depiction of the missing child; (3) victim blaming; (4) the 

~eacaiorm of official agencies; a d  W,v, (5) the search for missing children''. The distribution of 

k s e  k m e s  is shown in Figure 2 2 .  One signScant finding of this graph is the importance of 

bEaming articles in the coasmtion of this issue. which accounted for 10.4% of the 

araiek. TtK @j&m of a cfestrty defiae-d threat pmvicies an enfry point for the development of 

dealing with the sttEer elemmts of the frame. In particular, this threat manifested itself 

pitmykg tfre r e s p m s  of p a k  to q e d k  missing cMdrwr cases, which represented 





43% of the stories, and in articles focusing on victim depiction, which accounted for 34.5% of the 

sample. 

(3) Topics and Subtopics Used in the Development of the Missing Children Social Problem 

Zn the newspaper depiction of this social problem, topics and subtopics play a pivotal role in 

conveying both the thematic and the structural contents of the given article or story line. Topics 

and subtopics serve as the vehicles through which the themes are conveyed to the reader. The 

topics provide the overall focus of the story while subtopics support the topic and clarify the 

article's intent and structure. 

In the development of these frames, four main topics emerged: (1) primary and secondary 

examples; (2) the offender; (3) the police and other official agencies; and finally, (4) claims- 

making groupsi9. The frequencies of these topics is shown in Figure 2:3, which clearly 

demonstrates the importance of the depiction of specific missing children in the development of 

this social problem. Stories dealing with either primary of secondary examples represent 61% of 

the articles sampled while the articles that focused on the police responses to these incidents 

comprise an additional 3 1%. 

The emphasis on the victim is further illustrated by Figure 2:4. In this histogram, the articles 

that deal primarily with the character development of the missing child account for 89 references 

or 228 of the total number of missing chldren stories. The coverage of the child victim in these 

stories becomes even more apparent when the secondary character development provided by 

stories dealing with the families is taken into consideration2'. 

Stories depicting the reaction of the f d y  accounted for 22 per cent of the articles and 

provided additiond character development of the missing child. On the other hand, 36% of the 

stories focused on police investigations and 12% of the sample dealt with the development of the 

'' Claims-making groups will be the focus of Chapters Three and Four. 

This theme will be developed later in this chapter and in Chapter Three. 



offender in missing children cases which substantiated felings of concern about the given 

incident. 

(4) All Missing Children Are Not Created Equal 

In addition to the clustering of stories, there was considerable variation in the amount of 

attention devoted to individual missing children cases. Some cases received a great deal of press 

coverage while others were virtually ignored. The difference in the relative intensity of coverage 

was especially evident in the depiction of the Simon Partington and Michael Dunahee 

disappearances. These- cases were the focus of two of the largest searches in British Columbian 

history, and they generated the greatest number of references in this sample as shown in Figure 

25''. Comparing this chart to Figure 2:3 yields some interesting findings. The four cases that 

received the highest amount of press coverage (Simon Partington, Joanna Pedersen, Teri Lynn 

Scalf and Michael Dunahee) accounted for 81 articles or an average of 20.3 articles per child. On 

the other hand, the remaining 42 children who were accorded at least one primary reference in the 

newspapers figured in 136 articles or an average of only 3.4 per child. This statistic becomes even 

more striking when one considers that of the victims linked to Clifford Olson, only seven received 

a primary reference22. 

Simon Partington was abducted on July 2, 1981 fiom a mall in Surrey, British Columbia". 

His disappearance sparked a public outcry that in part led to the formation of a parents group2' to 

2' The newspaper coverage of Michael Dunahee will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. 

" In addition to Partington, Raymond King Jr., Louise Chartrand, Judy Koma, Colleen Daignault, and Teri-Lyn 
Carson were all the focus of at least one article. 

" lais gmup originally consisted of the parents of Simon Partington, Raymond King Jr., and Ada Court ("Parents 
S m  Mjssing Children Poster Campaign" (Province, August 6,1981: Al). Through their spokesperson, Chris 
Burgess, this group attempted to generate public amcan and official action on the missing children social 

p r o b b  
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1. Simon Partington 
2. Raymond King 
3. Judy Kozma 
4. Louise Chartrand 
5. Verna Bjerky 
6. Colleen Daignault 
7. Pamela Darlington 
8. Teri-Lyn Carson 
9. Monica Rose 
10. Tara Dyck 
1 1. Ada Court 
12. Elizabeth Kozma 
1 3. Diane Babcock and Gary Ambrozuk 
14. Christopher Lingle 
15. Michelle Miller 
16. Joanna Pedersen 
17. James Thue 
IS. Trixie Martin 
19. Teri Lynn Scalf 
20. Jeremy Morton 
2 1. Maria Norwich 
22. Rachel Etienne 
23. Tom Marsden 
24. Tom Sun 
25. Tcmya Winston 
26- Fritz Anker 
27. Jeffery Jones 
28. Evelyn Lau 
29. Mia Kulchyski 
30. Tamara Blowers 
3 1. Candy and Lulu Pottle 
32. Trent Tompkins 
33. Mison P m t t  
34. LYE Hillier 
35. Robin Ferguson 
36. Stack Harker 
37. Rosie Hardy and Roxanne Beatty 
38. Gerrd McCoy 
39. Jesse Bergman 
40. Cathy Saviskoff 
4 1. Casey Bohun 
42. Caroline Smith and Janet Crittenden 
43. Michael Dun- 
4 4  Randy Wyse 



demand police action on child abductionsz5, to investigations into the disappearances of children 

who were originally presumed to be runawaysz6, and to the eventual arrest and conviction of 

Clifford Olson on 1 1 counts of murder. 

While the homicides that were eventually linked to Olson began in November of 198OZ7, there 

was no newspaper coverage of these crimes until after the Partington investigation had begun. 

One explanation for this trend may be that a consensus - establishing victim was needed around 

which a newspaper frame of presentation could be constructed. A consensus - establishing or 

primary example is an incident that is stripped of any moral ambiguity and that represents an 

extreme case of the given issue. These incidents reduce a complex social concern down to its 

black and white  absolute^'^. 

Joanna Pedersen served as a consensus - establishing incident in 1983. She disappeared from 

outside a Chilliwack store on February 19, 1983 and was last seen talking to a man in a black 

jacket. This man figured prominently in the coverage of this casez9. This was particularly evident 

when it was alleged that the offender knew the family30. This case was later linked to the 

- -  

25 AnicIs &at focused on lhis group included: "Pzrents start missing children poster campaign" (Province, 
Au,wt 6, 1981: Al); "Victim's Families Seeking Direct Ottawa Action" (Province, August, 9, 1981: A4); and, 
"Anxious Parents Appeal to the Nation" (Province. August 10,198 1 : Al). 

t6 mere were two vivid examples of this trend in 1981: the disappearance of Tern Lyn Carson, age 15, who was 
last seen August 1,198 1 and the abduction of Colleen Daignault, 13, on April 13, 198 1. In both of these 
examples they were treated as runaways before they were added to the list of suspected abductions: "Girl's case 
treated as 'just another runaway'" (Sun, August 3 1, 198 1 : A 3  and "'Runaways' added to abductions" (Sun, 
A u p t  20,1981: A3). 

"nK ~ F T O T  starts late in 1980. It goes on to the present, and, as the searches continue, will move into the 
future" (Sun, August 28, 1981 : A14). 

zs While most of t?x wnsensus-estabtishing examples deal with stranger abductions, Jennifer Amisano served the 
same rofe in the early stages of the parental abduction social problem (Sun, August 30,198 1 : A 18). She was also 
the faxis of a faiied s~-mpr %o have ~~ of missing cW&in p w f  m rtliik c;iPiofis ("Missing Child to be on 
Milk Carton"; (Sun, January 10,3985: A14); "Milk Plan Sour Now" (Province, February 14, 1985: 12)). 

29 "The mdher's common law husband came to the phone but he spoke, not to the girl, but to a man who had 
taken over the telephone. The man said he would call the police if the girl wasn't picked up wizfiin 30 minutes" 
(Sun. February 23,1983: A13). 

30 He placed a cat1 to the girl's t h d m a k r  who has an unlisted telephone number (Sun, August 5,1983: A3). 



investigation into the disappearance of Teri Lynn S c s ' .  The police investigation of these cases 

carried over into 198432. 

Michael Dunahee disappeared from a Victoria playground on March 24, 1991. His case was 

immediately treated by the police as a "criminal abduction" (Province, March 26, 1991: 5). There 

was a tremendous amount of public response" and media coverage of this issue including a profile 

on the American television show "America's Most Wanted"34. 

(5) Cumnsus-Estabiisking Victims and the DeveIupment of Frames of Problem Depiction 

In the initial stages of missing children claims-making activity, there is a need for interest 

groups to generate public concern and support. By depicting Simon as an innocent child who was 

the victim of a predatory offender)', attention was diverted from the individual victim to focus 

instead on the thieat being posed by his abductor. As argued by Johnson (1989) and Pratkanis 

and Aronson (1992), the generation of public support for a social problem depends on three 

factors: (1) identification with victim; (2) feelings of threat or discomfort; and, (3) the 

convergence of newspaper coverage in specific cases. 

fi) ldentiFication With The Victim 

The Erst element in the development of a frame for social problem depiction was the 

generation of a consensus - establishing victim. There were two main functions of this analytic 

3' She disappeared from an Aldergrove apartment complex on July 24, 1983. 

" "Search for two girls turns up few clues" (Sun August 16,1984: A1 1). 

=- 

" This response was shown bj! a reward fund and the ovemkfming response of search volunteers ("It's past 1 1 
PM. and the volunteers are coming out of the woodwork, more than can possibly be handled" (Province, April 4, 
19911 3). 

" "Hopes turn to TV: Missing child to feanne on US program" (Province, April 4,1991: 3). 

35 lltae was spenrlation h t  Clifford O W  may have pDfed as a police officer to win the boy's confidence: "Boy's 
T~st in Mystery Man Puzzling" (Sun. M y  30,1981: A12). 



structure36. First, victims provided the audience with a worst case scenario of the identified 

phenomena By exempllfvkg the extremes of the offenderlvictlm relationship, Simon Parzirigton 

offered an emotionally captivating case from whch the public could not distance itselC7. 

The second function of the consensus - establishing example is to provide the target audience 

with an entry point to enable vicarious participation. The character construction of the victim is 

necessarily vague, enabling the displacement of this person's identity and its replacement with that 

of someone close to the reader. Vicarious participation substantiates the depicted risk and enables 

further rhetorical construction through public identification with these 

The victim often serves as a "hook" for these stories (Johnson, 1989: 11). The ability of the 

audience to identify with the victim determines the amount of public attention that this story will 

receive. Simply stated, the higher the degree of public identification with the missing child, the 

more interest it will show in subsequent developments of the story. By facilitating vicarious 

participation, public support for the story lines is generated. 

Secondary examples often play a supporting role in the construction of missing children story 

lines. Since these examples often deal with an older child or teenager, it becomes difficult to 

generate a large amount of public interest in these cases. Since these stories do not provide a 

"hook it is especially difficult to develop a crime wave dynamic with secondary examples. 

36 For this thesis, an analytic structure refers to the depiction of individual victims as a specific subset of the larger 
examination of the missing children social problem. 

37 The consensus establishing examples almost invariably involve young children. As the age of the victim 
increases, there appears to be a greater amount of responsibility assigned to the child. Once some responsibility 
for the abduction is assigned to the victim, it becomes easier for the reader to establish emotional distance from 
the story line. 

38 Quotes like "I think that everyone could use their imagination what it is like when their son's missing" (Stephen 
Partington quoted in the Province, July 23.1981: AS); "It's every parent's worst nightmare" (Province, April 7, 
1991: 4); "Missing Girl's Dad Pleads k t  Her Go'" (Leo Pedersen quoted in the Sun, October 29,1983: A3); and 
"I want my daughter back" (Phil Amisano quoted in the Sun, August 30.1984: A18) develop the connection 
between the public and the story. 



(ii) Feelings of Threat or Discomfort 

The second dement of the corrs*mction of the ITiissiiig children social problem is the 

development of feelings of threat or discomfort in the audience ("It is fear - the fear of strangers. 

It is the fear of not knowing where your children are every hour of the day" (Province, August 9, 

1981: A4)). Readers who feel that their children are at risk3' will be receptive to proposed 

solutions to this problem. In response to the Partington case, these feelings of threat were 

generated by quotes that stressed the innocence of the victims4'. The dominant theme in these 

stories - that of the predatory offender who stalked innocent children - was displayed in Figure 

2:2 and is substantiated through references to the police as shown in Figure 2:64'. 

The most significant trend in this graph is the difference, in terms of subtopics cited, between 

primary and secondary examples. With the exception of the secondary examples in 1981, the type 

of victim is differentiated primarily through proportion of police references. In particular, there 

were no stories on the police response to the disappearance of Casey Bohun while 63% of the 

Dunahee abduction articles emphasized the police investigation and other forms of official 

response to this incident. 

The use of police as a secondary topic in the depiction of the consensus - establishing 

examples implies the severity of threat posed to both the child and the public. On the other hand, 

the use of the family as a secondary topic in the presentation of secondary victims reflects an 

39 These feelings of threat were developed through headlines like: "Voice of Terror Warns: You Next" (Province, 
August 9, 198 1 : A4); "Scared Youngsters Under Curfew as Fear Stalks Valley" (Province, August 9, 198 1 : A4); 
and "Police Team Troubled By Sex Crime Increase" (Province, August 16, 198 1: B2). 

40 This theme was developed by quotes like: "Some maniac has declared war on the children of this country and 
u-e've got to stop him" (Chris Burgess quoted in the Province, August 9, 1981: A4); "our children are missing, 
yours could be next" (Province, August 6,1981: Al); "Creepy Bogey Man Preyed on Children" (Province, 
A u p t  16,1981: A!); and "...when coa ined ,  &ey form the worst mass mwders in B.C. znd hzve involved 
the largest pol ice manhunt" (Province, August 30,198 1 : A4). 

'' Feelings of threat were also generated through references to potential offenders: "They say as much as five per 
cent of the population in any area could have deviant tendencies ... 70 000 or 80 000 molesters, exposers and 
sex& offenders of some sort.. the germ is there" (Vancouver Staff Sgt. Ken Miles quoted in the Province, 
August 16.1981 : B2). 







Tfre generation of pubk dixodort was very important in the early stages of missing 

children problem develop~~fent- Through the depiction of the blameless victim in the consensus - 

&fishing example, attention was directed away from a victim blaming perspective and towards 

offender blaming. References to attempted abductionssi6 and the inability of correctional and child 

care o r g ~ o n s  to deal effectively with chiid sex offenders47 provided the audience with 

adequate jusrification for their feelings of concern- These initial orientations to the social problem 

in generat, and the specific case in particular, established a context though which warrants and 

conclusions &at build on these assumptions were madeag. 

On the other hand, t k  seccmrt;iry exitmples serve two main roles with regard to the 

generation of felings of threat and discomfort. The fmt function of these stories is to legitimate 

the f ~ l k g s  of mocern deve~cqxd b- Ik C O E % ~ ~ S  - e~tab%hg case. Tfie hkhg  of pievio~is 

mksiing childsen cases to the initid coverage of Simon Partington's abduction provided the 

audience with a legitimate threat to their childred9. 

The second function of s e c o a ~  examples is to provide a resolution to these feelings of 

km. This is accomplished primarily through assigning responsibility for the abduction to specific 

&ai& or actions of the victim- This action has the effect of removing the random element from the 

crime wave by providing &e readers with the possibility of actions that would minimize further 

vidimization50. 



(iii)The Comergent Ckimder of Newspaper Coveage of Missing Children Cases 

Coasensusestabkhing ~ictims are further differentiated from secondary examples by the 

converging coverage of these cases by both newspapers as shown by Figure 27. There were 

similar trends in the coverage of consensusesaablishing examples and their re~ulting crime waves 

wh.3: the samst pattern of coverage did not p ~ ~ d  for secondq exampies. In 1981, 1983, and 

IWf,  the newspapers devoted similar amounts of coverage to p r imq examples. Other missing 

children ma). have received a sipificanl amount of coverage in one newspaper but not in the other 

(web as Tom Marsden in 192.!61. 

Secondary examples, such as Tom MaESden and Casey Bohun, received coverage in only one 

of the two papers sampled for this thesis- The coverage of these missing children was dso marked 

by an emphasis on the reaction of the community and h e  child's family instead of documenting the 

poiice response. W e  these secondary examples recaved a substantial tiamount of coverage, the 

zenem~ion of threat and establishment of external validity through the presence of a secondary 
LI 

source of story development were not apparent. 

TKis high intensity coverase of grimar)- examples may be attributed to the effects of these 

&i&nts in tiefining h e  missing e*Mdren sacid @Iem Stranger a-Muctions involt.ing young 

children generated sipifiant public inkrest in this issue during the d y  1980's. However, there 

were d y  a few stories &at f& inro &is f m w o r i r  and received dispmprtionaely intensive 

coverage.. Once W framewok was in place, the few srories that fit bib  the specific parameters 

tlf PfZig frame and h e  o ~ g a n k a t i d  aequkneots of the newspapers received high priority 

covewe. 





concerning the depiction of the offender: (I) the portrayal of the offender by the official sources; 

(2) the evolution of the newspaper presentation of the antagonist; and (3) the role of the offender 

in responsibility assigning story lines. 

(i) The Portrayal of the Offender By Official Sources 

The use of official sources in the newspaper coverage provides the public with the majority 

of its information about the offender. The mere fact that the police are taking action in a missing 

c k k k n  case serves to &&in ttte serious nature of the incident5'. Ii is largely through the 

newspaper coverage, and quotes from police and other authorities, that the public derives its 

conceptions of the offenders in these stories. 

In addition to the mentality of the offender, the police serve to inform the public about trends 

in particular misskg children cases. Through established links between missing children cases, the 

impression is developed that a single predatory offender is snatching children52. Through the 

depiction of a single offender being responsible for a group of missing children cases, the image of 

the dermged offender is perpetrated and the suspect's apprehension will often be sufficient to 

convince the public &at the crisis has k e n  solved. 

The perpetration of the single offender hypothesis was particularly evident in the coverage of 

the missing children stories that were evenhially L&ed to Clifford By comparing the 

disappearances of Valley children to the Atlanta child murderss4, newspapers legitimated the focus 

The reIationship between primav examples and references to the police is especially evident in Figure 2 5 .  

52 "Sum examples of this impression management include: "Cunning Kaler With Blazing Eyes" (Province, 
August 9,1981: A4); "..he has the gut feeling that several of &e slayings are the work of one killer - a 
psychopathic woman haler" (Sgt. Mike Eastham cited by Qe Province, August 30, 1981: Al); and, "the biggest 
mass murder of children in Canadian history" (Province, August 30,1981: Al). 

<* 
" rLlK m t  obvious exampie of this tiend v ~ a s  this quote: "New Westminister deputy police chi% Ed Cadenhead 

says 1wgc and police intuition' convince invesdgators &at a single killer may be on the loose" (Province, August 
]I* Em: 3311- 

Dming the time of the missing child wave in 1981, Wayne Williams went to trial in Atlanta and was evenatally 
convicted of h i  28 young black inen over a period of 2 years. This tragedy was touched u p  in 
cmqmabtation of the rmKders evathzaIly W e d  to M o r d  Oison: "Ihe Lower Mainland has its own little 
Atfama going on" (Human Resouroej: Miukaa Grace lbicCdy q i ~  in the Province, Augusr 11,1981: Al). 



on a single offender in police investigationss6. The arrest and subsequent conviction of Olson 

gave the appearance, at least, of effectively "solving" the missing children problem in British 

Columbia. 

In the newspaper accounts of the investigation into the "Fraser Valley Child Killer" 

(Province, August 9, 1981: A4), links were made fiom this case to the murders of young 

hitchhikers in the interio?' and to other missing children casess8. Through the conviction of Olson, 

the impression was developed that the other cases had also been solved, or at least had become of 

less importance in terms of public safety. The conviction of an offender is the logical conclusion 

to the crime wave dynamic developed in the newspaper coverage of missing children casess9. 

(ii) The Evolution Of the Offender In the Newspaper Coverage 

To facilitate the ability of the audience to provide a context through which current missing 

children cases can be understood, newspapers often refer to previous cases or related images. 

During the child abductions that would iater be identified with afford Olson, there were 

references to the Atlanta child murders (Province, August 1 1, 198 1: Al) and to the child sexual 

abuse epidemic (Province, August 30, 1981: Al) which provided a context to interpret these 

events. Through the association of these abductions with child sexual abuse, the themes of 

"missing equals endangered" and the "predatory offender" are establishedm. 

fb 'logic Points to Lone Kiiler" (Sun August 8,1981: Al); "Eyes Linked As Children Go Missing" {Suii, August 
27, f 983: A 3  

This link was 6 1 i s h e d  primarily hmgh the use of poke sources in the following fashion: The R.C.M.P. 
pians an 'intense investigation" into possible links between the m n t  spate of Lower hrlainland child killings and 
a series of brutaf sex slayings on B.C. fnrericrr and Alberta highways" (Province. August 30,1981 : A1 ). 

59 hab&dlyl - of the fouf mising chikka investigatiiorrs rfiat received the most newspaper coverage (Simon 
PartIngton, Joanna Pedersen, Teri Lynn S d f ,  and Mi- Dooahee) only the Partington case was solved. 



The presentation of the predatory offender in the Clifford Olson case had been internalized to 

the point where the audience often assumed that a report of a missing child implied an Olson - like 

abduction. Ofson has become a reference point for missing children cases to the point where there 

was little need to remind the public of Olson when missing children cases arose. 

fi) Location Of Respoffsibility 

The location of responsibility for the disappearance is a crucial issue in the construction of the 

missing children social problem. There are two main forms of responsibility assigning story lines: 

fi) offender blaming; and (ii) victim responsibility. The following paragraphs wiU examine the 

tructxre of these themes a d  how ~ k y  relate to the overall depicf on of offenders and -victims in 

missing chifdren story lines. 

faf Oflender Blaming Perspecti~es 

in the generat:m of primary examples, offender blaming perspectives play a major role. The 

predatory offender evokes fkehgs in tbe audience that legitimate the blameless victim hypothesis 

that is the pivotal element in the construction of consensus - establishing examples6". The main 

role of the offender in these story k s  is to generate felings of concern and threat in the readers 

to ensure their continued interest. 

Sex offenders may commit monstrous acts, but they do not physically appear to be monsters. 

AIrhough British Columbian newpapers often ran pictures of Olson looking unshaven and 

diskveld, on most days, he bears no r e s e d w  to the man in these pictures (Marshall and 

Barrett, 1990: 65). Stories on Olson, after his incarceration, focused less on his physical 



appearance than on his manipulative actions, and in particular, his offers to help solve other 

murder cases in return for more money6'. 

Clifford Olson has served as a touchstone for the depiction of other child abductors. In media 

coverage, he has transcended mere criminal status and has become a symbol of all the atrocities 

that one human being can inflict on innocent children. Through either explicit63 or implicit6' 

reference to Clifford Olson, the depicted threat posed by the offender in subsequent missing 

children cases was recurrently legitimated. The categorization of the offender as a "creepy bogey 

man" (Province, August 16, 1981: Al), a "psychopathic woman hater" (Province, August 30, 

1981: Al) or a "monster" legitimates what the public may dready believe about these people. 

The main importance of the offender in the construction of the missing children social 

problem is that the development of an antagonist provides a foundation on which the public 

conception of this issue can be presented. The delineation of a psychopath who preys on innocent 

children justifies both public concern and demands for stricter laws. The assumed presence of an 

offender enables the development of responsibility-assigning articles by providing a clearly defined 

threat and related standards of proper conduct. 

(5) Victim Responsibiliiy 

In the newspaper coverage of secondary examples there were often elements of victim 

blaming6'. As opposed to the depiction of children like Michael Dunahee and Simon Partington, 

In pmicular, Oison offered idonnation in order to clear up 12 murders (Province. February 23. 1984: 5) and he 
claimed to be the Green River Slayer (province, July 29,1984: 19). Another issue which added to the notoriety 
of (3liEord Olson was the "cash for corpses" scheme where he was paid by the P o k e  to reveal the locations of 
the M e s  of his victims ("m fight to recover bfood money paid to child killer Clifford Olson may bankrupt the 
f d e s  of his victims" (Province* PAarcft 13, f 986: 3). 

64 Eftning the coverage of the Michael Dunahee case, k m  was a story about proposed plans to bring O b n  back 
to British Columbia ("Olson Not Returning" (Province, March 27,1991 : 22). 

65 SeeOndary examples will be cliscussed in greater detail in Chapter Four. 



people like Terri Lyn Carson and CoHeen Daignault were shown to be partially responsible for 

?heir aMuct;on: "The girls who have gone missing in the Lower Maidand since Apd were all 

between the ages of 13 and 17 and were all either hitchhiking or waiting for a bus when they 

&sappeared" (Sun, August 11, 1981: A2). Without exception, the depiction of secondary 

examples involved an older child (usually early to middle teens) who really should have known 

better than to have been taking part in the activities that led to the victimization. 

(7) Story lines Concerning Official Institutions 

The final element in the frame for depicting missing children cases are the stories dealing with 

the police and other people's institutions. As Figure 2:8 demonstrates, the police are the main 

source of information in these story lines. The coverage devoted to the police in these articles 

serves two main purposes: the legitimization of threat; and further development of the offender 

blaming perspective. 

Police, as exhibited in Figure 2:8, were the source quoted in 190 articles or 59% of the total 

sample. On the other hand, the missing child's family was quoted in 29% of the articles, while 

elk-making groups and the general public played a minor role as information sources. What 

this histogram does not show is the gradual transition in the story construction of missing children 

cases that emerged over the course of the decade, resulting in an increasing focus on sources 

other than the police in the devefopmnt of the story dynamic as shown in Figrrre 2:9. In fact, the 

d y  significant coverage of polite responses to specific cases after 1981 occurred during the 

investigations of the Pedersenlscalf abductions in 1983 and Michael Dunahee in 1991. 
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Newspaper depictions of &is social problem were essentially transformed from criminal 

investigations in 1981 to little more than human interest stories by the end of the decade66. 

In the coverage of the police response to a specific missing children case, the emphasis is on 

the efforts that the police are making to frnd the child and ensure that others are protected. The 

culprit in these stories is the offender, and a persistent image of the police is one of dedicated 

people who are often shackled by restrictive laws that enable criminals to go free. The depiction 

of the police and government agencies legitimized the threat posed to society by the offendeP7. If 

anytkng, the official response story h e  functioned to substantiate the conservative depiction of 

the missing children social problem generated by the offender and victim blaming story lines. 

W e  these stories provided character development of the offender, they also substantiated 

t k  threat that the antagonist pses to mciety. 726s clearly defined b e a t  in t a m  enabled the 

reieinforcement of standards of proper and improper conduct. The police also serve as a source of 

countercIaims about the severity of the missing children social problem. This was accomplished 

primarily through reference to the high number of false alarms68. 

There was, in addition, a considerable difference in the use of sources by the two newspapers 

in sample as shown in Figure 2: 10. The Sun primarily used the police as their sources. On the 

other hand, the Province used a greater variety of sources. This trend appears to be consistent 

with their respective places on the news continuum discussed earlier in the chapter. As a popular 

66 This distinction is intended to highlight tfte significance of the victim's family as the primary source of 
irrf<#mation. In particular, the coverage devoted to Casey Bohun focused on her mother more so than the police 
investigation into her disappearance. 

67 ?'his is developed through ttPe use of k quofes: 3lx case of B.C.'s missing and s b  children will get the 
same priority on the R.CM.P.'s main conrputers as that given security at the recent economic summit ...* (Sun, 
Aegw 18.1981 : A3); 'Bog, Clsoppers and Divers Aid Hunt For Cfues" (Sun, August 26,1981 : A15); "Grisly 
Search (ioes On; Suspect in Custodf (Sun, August 28,1981: AI); and finally, "Missing girls still R.C.M.P. 
@why" (Sun, Sepemirer tll,14M: A15). 





newspaper, the Province is more likely to use public based sources (families, people on the street, 

etc,) than the Sun which takes nore of a professi~nal based approach to developing sioq lines. 

The police were quoted in 62% of the Sun's articles while they were the primary source in 

51% of the Province's stories. The family was cited 26% of the time by the Sun and 32% by the 

Province. The other sources represented 12% of the Sun's coverage and 17% of the Province's 

coverage of missing children cases. 

Taken together, there is a high amount of interaction and overlap in the depiction of victims, 

offenders and police in missing children story lines generated by these two newspapers. The 

portrayal of the police serves to develop the character of the missing child, and the threat posed 

by the actual offender or by similar antagonists. In Chapters Three and Four, the mechanics and 

implications of this frame of presenting missing children stories will be examined in greater detail. 

S-ry 

In this chapter, I have presented the research design as well as the aggregate and qualitative 

fmdings generated by this thesis research. Tbe remaining two chapters will expand upon the 

themes that were developed during this initial analysis. While both chapters deal primarily with the 

presentation of specific missing cMdren cases from 198 1 to 1991, there are considerable 

differences in their modes of analysis. Chapter Three will outline the construction of the missing 

cMdren social problem in the two newspapers, paying particular attention to the depiction of 

Child Find B.C. and the parents group in 1981. Chapter Four will trace the evolution of this 

social p'ob1em while assessing the effect of counter-claims on the amount and type of newspaper 

coverage devoted to this issue. 



III, Tfie Cnmtm&on Of the Missiag Children Socid Problem In 
British Columbian Newspaper Coverage 

Introduction 

The importance of specific examples in generating interest in the missing children 

social problem was clearly demonstrated in Chapter Two. With this initial analysis in 

place, attention can now be directed towards examining the structure of claims making 

groups arguments. 

This chapter wiii be primarily concerned with two claims-making groups: the 

parents group that had Cfiris Burgess as a spokesperson (hereafter referred to as the 

"Burgess group") and Chiid Fnd B.C.'. One reason for isolating these two claims-making 

groups is to examine the nature of claims put forth by a single interest group, and the local 

chapter of a larger organization. The other reason for isolating these two groups is to 

reveal the similarities and differences between the newspaper coverage of stranger 

abductions and parental abductions claims-making activities. The distribution of references 

to claims-making groups is shown in Figure 3: 1 '. 
Tne main trend in this graph is the shm attention cycle devoted to my one group. 

In particular, Child Find B.C. was the focus of 54% of the clairns-making group articles, 

but was present in only three years of newspaper coverage. On ttre other hand, 2 1 % of the 

d c l e s  focused on the Burgess Group, 14% on child identification kits, and the remaining 

f 1% dealt with the Rosenfeldts. While arguments about the limited effect of 

Themgess gnwp was founded by tbe ~ t s  of missing children in 1981 and was primarily a single 
issue goup devoted to Qeating a prrblic panic in mk to step up the police investigation of these cases. 
Child Find B.C. is the British W d  branch of Child Find International and is primarily co~lcemed 
with in~&ptirrg p a r e d  akk&ms. 





cfaims-making grolips in the newspaper depiction of this issue will be discussed later in 

this chapter, it is sufficient at this stage to note the fimited attention span that any one 

group generates- 

Madel W i g  Used 

In analyzing the missing children social problem, a Toufminian perspective is being 

employed3. In fus andysis of arguments, Toufmin (1958) broke arguments down into 

gnxmds, waiiimts md C~&TI. Besf (lit87j iprpplkd this analysis to missing chiioien ciaims- 

making activities. Argments are broken down into their respective components, in order 

to reveal the role of rhetoric in sociaI problem construction. This model of arguments has 

this basic form: 

Grounds------ since Warrants------ therefore: Claims a 

Gram& 

The fmt element of arguments are the grounds. They provide the audience with 

f&md i=fo=sx&on abat  the nifr'i;re am! exkni of a given issue. Tfii: piirrds me further 

broken down into: f 1) defmitions; (2) examples; and, (3) estimations of the problem's 

extent (Best, 1987: 104) .  

(1) Definitions 

The deGnitim of a given topic describes the ztrea &at is being examined, 

wbfishes its dimensions, and more iiqmantfy, provides the audience with an orientation 

to thr: problem. In the detinitio~fs provided by claim-making groups, there are domain 

statements and orientiuion s&kxnents. 



Thr: h a i n  statement identifies the an=a of interest and sets its boundaries mest, 

f 987: 104). 'MritEirn the missing children social problem, there has been considerable debate 

abut the: definition of a missing child, The q.uestion of how long a cMd has to be missing 

to qualify ktas been pmiculady pmblemaric. There has been the tendency for claims- 

IncZusive definitions tend PO result in a higher numtber of incidenrs king classified as 

For the stranger abduction s i a l  problem, there were catis for immediate response 

by the poiice, especidy by parents of missing children who were presumed to be 

mnaways by the police'. 'Kis  aqpment for immediate police response was met with the 

counter-argument that a large number of mrfsing children reports turn our to be false 

aIanns (Sun, August 6. 1981: 818). ?he supposed tiisappearmce of Elizabeth Kozma in 

1982 is a graphic example of a fdse d m  because she never was missing in $he first place. 

Tinis. incident quaiifid as a news story solely due to the fact that she was the sister of one 

the part of official agem:iesb. The legal processes w k h  &tennine who is the legal 



(ii) Orienfatim Sta&ments 

There is dm an orientation statement in the definition of a given topic, which 

provides the audience with an imp~ession of the nature of the specific issue (Best, 1987: 

105). In the defmilion of missing children provided by claims-making groups, especially 

the Burgess Group, there; is the assumption that missing implies endangerment. Seen in 

this fight, a missing c u d  is seen to be at the mercy of society's predatorss. 

The difference between the orientation statements of the stranger abduction 

cfaims-making group and Child Frnd 3.C. is that the child is not seen as being exposed to 

the same level of danger as Wshe would be in a stranger abduction. Instead of direct 

-qyeds :o t&e t b ~ ~ t e d  r~~ ek nx-nltd dkr-ihg infEic~ed 0x1 both &he cfiifd and the 

@her parent by a vengefid spouse was a central element of these claims9 (Province, 

February 16,1986: 55). 

(2) -PI= 

'Ke examples used by a c m m a k i n g  group are a crucial factor deiermining the 

success of the given daim, The examples are often presented before the defmitions and 

come to serve as &e audieffce*~ reference point for this topic (Best. 1987: 106). Of 

p%icular interest in this thesis is the use of atrocity tales by ciairns-fnahing groups. These 

emmpfes represent rare, sensationalistic cases of the given topic that grab the public's 

attention (Sohnson, 1989: I It). 



In addition to being seflsaficnalistic, these examples must also be familiar and 

relevant to the audience, in order to be effective in generating public support (Galtung and 

Ruge, 1974: 64). In other words, an atrocity tale that depicts something that bears no 

relevance to the lives of the target population witl not develop a substantial amount of 

p b k  interest. As a result, most of the examples used by claims-making groups reflect 

scenarios common in entertainment media and involve situations that most of the audience 

can relate to. 

These typifying examples also establish a consensus around which claims can be 

constructed. When the extremes of society are reflected in the offender-victim 

~lario~ship, there is bale hat &e m&eace czrt do but be persuabed by these arguments. 

Once tfK consensus establishing example is in place, other incidents, which are not rooted 

in the same moral absolutes, can be presented and be virtually assured of public supp~rt'~. 

These atrocity tales are important in that they provide the public with an easily 

assirnil& conception of the natcre of tfie topic and the issues involved. There is a 

general tendency for the public to view dl incidents of this topic in terms of these atrocity 

tales. M c M  Dunahee, Joanna Pedersen, Jennifer Amisano" and Simon Partington 

~ O P I K  referents for the entire range of missing children cases. 

The use of these extreme examples is important for the success of the claims- 

m&hg groups. If these goups can develop the public belief that the atrocity tales 

represent the problem in general, &ere is going to be greater public acceptance of the 

conclusions proposed by these groups. If a less sensationalistic example is used, there will 



be less emotive appeal, less chance that the public will view this issue as a serious 

problem, and iess likelihood that the pubiic will accept the proposed soiutisns". 

(3) Estimaeg the Extent ofthe Problem 

The third, and final, component of rhe grounds used in the missing children 

argument are the estimations of the problem's extent. It is these estimates, in conjunction 

with the examples, that deve1up the public impression that the missing children social 

pmblem is vep serious. % pmbfern extent claims, there are: fa) incidence estimtes; (b) 

estimates concerning the growth of the problem; and, (c) range claims (Best, 1987: 106- 

108). 

(i) Incidence Estimates 

These estimates are attempts to establish the number of incidents, of this particular 

type, &at are occurring. For missing children dab, stranger abductions were considered 

to be a serious problem. By establishing &at a given topic is a widespread concern, the 

chims-zmke~~ hope to I I B d f h  pbhc oBclal support (Best, 1987: 1%)- fn the case 

of stranger abductions, it was acknowledged from the onset of the problem that they were 

me (Sun, August 6, I981: AM). Instead of claims about the numerical extent of the 

problem, the legitimacy of the stranger abduction social problem was established through 

crinre waves - notably in 1981 and 198313. 

Tfiere were statistical clainas presented by the parental abduction claims-makers 

(60 000 parental abductions in Canada - Julie Cullen of Child Find B.C. (Sun, August 30, 

" It cao be argued that the newspaper covemge of the Wcfiael Dunahee abduction represents a self- 
contained aime wave. Thrcwgb ref- to the attempted abduction of other children in the atea, the 
-to*was- 



1984: A18)). The purpose of these claims was to substantiate the threat that parental 

abductions posed to Brifish Columbian children. While stranger abduction cases were 

based on the powerful image of the evil stranger, parental abduction images did not have 

the same rhetorical effect. The parent-as-offender image needed additional statistical 

claims in order to consolidate ir as a social problem. 

(i) Growth 

IB addition to es*Alishg tl19 rtum?icd extent of the problem, claims-makers 

often attempt to assert that the problem is getting worse. By establishing that a given 

problem is increasing in frequency, one can direct attention towards stopping the problem 

before it gets worse (Best, 1987: 107). 

The stranger abduction social problem was largely defined largely by a single crime 

wave. During the summer of 1981, there was widespread concern about the safety of the 

children in the Lower Mainland. Although there was a smali number of stranger 

abductions, the amount of public concern about the "Fraser Valley Child Killer" gave the 

ImpYssior, fiat the problem had ~e~~ epidemic pi~portions". 

On the other hand, there were growth claims presented by Child Find 8.C.. These 

daims of there king "three new cases a week" (Province, August 30, 1984: A18) gave 

readers the impression that parental abductions were a widespread problem in British 

Columbia By arguing that there was a widespread parental abduction problem that 

appeared to be getting worse, W d  Fmd B.C. d e d  for more attention to be paid to this 

issue by both Federal and Provincial policy-makers (Province, February 16,1984: 54). 

'% ffeeIings of threat were developed ttnwgh h d n e s  like: "Voice of Terror Warns: You Next" 
(Province. August 9,1981 : A4); "M Youngsters Under Curfew as Fear Stalks 'Valley" (Province, 
Angst 9,1981 r A4); and "Police Team Tmb1ed By Sex Crime Increase" (Province. August 16,1981 : 
32). 



f iii) Range Claims 

The fwd element of this form of evidence comprises the range claims. Through the 

establishment that large segments of the population are at risk, greater public support can 

be mobilized. The use of metaphors such as "epidemics", and the random nature of the 

abductions, suggest that a l l  children are threatened. By doing so, the claims-making 

groups hope to generate public support, as well as official action on this social problem 

(Best, 1987: 108). 

In keeping with the crime wave dynamic, the Burgess group printed posters 

claiming that "your child could be next" (Sun, August 10, 1981: A1-2). These posters 

were intended to create a "public panic" (Sun, August 10, 1981: A2) that would force the 

Federal and Provincial governments to take action on this issue (Burgess quoted in the 

Sun, August 10, 1981: A2). On the other hand, in the parental abduction social problem, 

there was the assertion that all divorced parents (and especially those without joint 

custody) were potential child abductors (Province, February 16, 1986: 55). 

warranfs 

Warrants play an important role in Toulmin's conception of arguments. Warrants 

are a set of steps linking the grounds to the conclusions (Toulmin, 1958: 1 a)). In addition 

to acting as a set of logical steps, these structures may also serve as justifications for 

accepting the proposed conclusions in ard of themselves. This is especially the case when 

the grounds of an argument are challenged by other claims-making groups. The 

effdveness of warrants is due to the fact that they are often appeals to the values of the 

2*3&exe. -S emaive cootext of wmmts dews for the prop& co::d.=ions to k 

accepted even when l og id  into-ncies in &e factual evikmx are revealed. 

FI!&amples serve as vehicles for the presentation of warrants. It is important to 

establish that the warrants are most often implicitly slated in the examples. If a wasrant 

were explicitly artidate&, them would be a greater chance of its being refuted, especialiy 



ifthe target values are not held by the audience (Best, 1987: 109). On the other hand, 

when the warrants are implicitly presented in the conk xt of an atrocity tale, the audience 

often accepts them without question. The emotional appeal of these examples often leaves 

the audience susceptible to accepting premises and conclusions that they might reject in a 

different situation. 

Due to the implicit nature of warrants, any list will be selective and incomplete at 

best. With this in mind, some warrants concerning missing children have been presented by 

Best (1987). These wanants are: (1) the value of children; (2) blameless victims; (3) 

associated evils; (4) deficient policies; (5) historical continuity; and finally, (6) the rights 

and freedoms of children (Best, 1987: 109-1 12). 

(I) Value Of Children 

This warrant is concerned with the high sentimental value of children. By focusing 

on the emotional toll that the child's disappearance has on the parents, claims-maken hope 

to establish emotional intimacy between the audience and the given story. The importance 

of this warrant, also lies in the fact that it is largely uncontroversial - literally a 

"motherhood" issue (Best, 1987: 110). 

In the newspaper coverage of the missing children social problem, this warrant was 

developed by quotes like "it's every parent's worst nightmare" (Province, March 26, 1991: 

51, and "I think that everyone codd use their imagination what it's like when their son's 

missing" (Stephen Partington quoted in the Province, July 23, 1981: AS). Passages like 

these facilitate emotional attachment between the readers and the story line'5. 

'"otes like "Missing W s  Dad Pleads 'Let Her Go"" (Leo Pedersen quoted in the Sun, October 29, 
1983: A3); and "I want my daughter back" (Phil Amisam, quoted in the Sun, Angust 30,19&S: ,418) 
develop the connection b e e n  the pubiic and the story. 



This warrant was developed in the parental abduction social problem through 

reference to the emotional devastation felt by the cbild's parentl6 (Sun August 30, 1984: 

AS; Province, February 16, 1986: 54). In general, the main importance of this warrant is 

that it allows the audience to displace the identity of the victim and replace it with 

scimmne close to themselves. 

(2) BheIess Victims 

This warrant presents the missing ciiiid as being the victim of fae, By establishing 

the innocence of the child, the cfaims-makers further develop the emotional attachment 

between the audience and the depicted victim. If the child is shown to be held accountable 

for his or her actions, the audience can shifi the biarne for the disappearance upon the 

victim, and thereby can emotionally distance themselves from the story. This warrant also 

develops the image of the pathological offender who preys on innocent children. 

The victim is depicted as being deceived by a predatory offender. During the 

investigation of the Partingtori disappearance and the subsequent a k e  wave, there were 

stories about a man in the area who was uybg to obrain s e x d  favors kom gir'fs by 

offering them window washing jobs ISun. August 15, 1981: Al). Joanna Pedersen was 

apparently abducted by somone whc, promising to help the girlz7, and &ere were 

allegations that MichaeI DunatKe was abducted by someone who may have posed as a 

pukeman in order to win the childk trust (Province, March 27,1991: 5)- 

This warrant is not Eimited to the stranger abduction social problem. In coverage of 

tibe parental abduction issue, stork focused on how parens would resort. to a form of 

e~ff~ticmal brainwashing to enswe that their child would trust them By paintkg the child's 

).TfDemocher'~commontawhosband~tothephooebnthespoke,notmtfw:girl,httoamanwho 
had taken over the te1- Th3 man said he would call the police if the girl wasn't picked up within 
30 Enintrtes" (Srm, Febiosay 23,1983- A13k 



legal guardian as a "drunk", "slut" or other such terms, the child's abductor makes the 

chifd bekve that it is the chifds best interest to go with him or her (Province, F h q  16, 

1986: 55). 

(3) k%ssa€iaw Evirs 

The purpose of this warrant is to further develop the emotional attachment 

between the audience and the story. Through either implicit or explicit references to 

associated evils such as pornography, prostitution, and sexual assault, the claims-makers 

develop the argument &it missing 11lf:ans endaagement. Tbrough the assumption that the 

innocent victim is subjected to all manners of deviant behavior, the audience is more 

inclined to accept the conclusions proposed by the claims-makers. The latter made little 

effcrt to locate the causes of missing children in social conditions, preferring to assign 

responsibility to criminals and perverted individuals (Best, 1987: 1 10). 

This warrant applies almost exclwive1y to stranger abduction cases. In fact, early 

cllaims about missing cfirklren were linked ro the child sexual abuse social problem 

though references to t -k  s e x d y  mutilated victims eventually attributed to Olson 

(Province, August 30, 1981: A1)". By associating the new issue with an already 

esEab1iW social concern, rfie irewspqxrs developed a context ihrough which the readers 

k o m s  something of a comegtd peg on which other claims-malring groups can base 

kir arguments (Best, 1W 178). Tbe theme of the endangemd child developed in 

newspaper covetage of mishg chiMren cases provides a context for other claires wi&k 

rhe argument f ~ l d  of child endangerment to be made. Responses to the gened issue of 



chifd endangerment include d s  for: police raids of teen parties"; a reinstatement of 

"young sex taboos" (Province, August 9, f 981 : A4; Province, August 14, 1989: 13); a 

b h g  of hitch-hikine; measures against child abuse (Province, August 16, 1981 : B2); 

and fkdy,  stricter laws that would prevent women being forced into prostitution 

(Province, August 28, 198 f : MI-2). 

(4) M~cient Policies 

Ctahs-makers insist that the existing policies and resources are inadequate in 

tteating with this problem, 'Ik major concern of these claims-makers is the amount of time 

ha d z p s  &fore ur b ~ a t i g & ~  d r+:&kg children is c m k d  out by the police. 

EspeciatIy with reference to amcity tales, the claims-makers called for immediate action 

on the part of the official agencies. histing that current policies and resources could not 

locate all of the missing children, claims-dm presented a w a m t  for change (Best, 

1987: 11 I), within which there is the assumption that the police are doing, a good job and 

W they b e  a legitimate rafe witbin society. In order to do their job more effectively, 

they= need more resources and larger investigations (Province, August 3 1, f 98 1 : A4). 

(S) Ristorid Continuity 

This is a cansewarive warrant that uses historical continuiy to justify future 

d o n s *  b the case of these cIaims-makers, there were d s  for greater federal 

imPv~1vement in missing cbldrm investigations (Province, August 13, I98 1 : A4; Province, 

F&wq 16, 1986: 55). Greater federal involvement, &en, would be consistent with &e 

Wary  a f i d z d  law en5- ( B B  1987: i i  1). 



This warrant was especially evident in the construction of the parental abduction 

socid problem. There were demands by CMd Find B.C. for revamped child custody laws 

(Sun, August 30, 1984: A18; Sun, February 16, 1986: 54-5). There were also d s  for 

more of a police presence to ensure the safety of British Columbian children (Province, 

August 1 1 ,  5981: A1 and Sun, August: 11, 1981: Al-2). 

(6) Rights and Freedom 

TfK fmal warrant to be depicted here concerns the rights and freedoms of the 

victims. The point of this warrant is that, when children have to live in fear of their safety, 

and are not able to play in the playgrounds, their rights are being infringed upon (Province, 

August 9, 1981: A4; Province, August 24, 1981: Al; Province, March 26, 1991: A2). 

Children have the right to be free from abduction and exploitation, and to be protected by 

authorities mest, 1987: 1 12). 

GoncIusiom 

In addition to presenting rhe grounds and warrants of a given argzment, claims- 

makers also offer proposed solutions to this social p~oblern- In the case of the -ng 

children problem, claims-makers boped to affect the general public and, in particular, 

parents, as well as official policy. There are four main conclusions presented by these 

claim makers: (1) increased rtwareffess of tk pblern; (2) prevention; (3) social control 

paficies; and finally, (4) &r &jestiues of these groups. 

(1) Awareness 

original goal of the Burgess Group and Child Frnd B.C. was to develop 

greater pbbc awareness of rfirt missing children problem. The pinmy reason for this 

qgmach was to enlist more m l e  in the searching for children. With in~ea~ing media 



mntion to this area, there cam greater public interest in the missing children social 

p b l e m  (Best, 1987: 1 121, 

The Burgess Group generated public mention through, among other things, a 

poster campaign (Province, August 6, 1981: Al). By generating a 'public panic", this 

group hoped to generate enough public concern to force the governments to take action 

and stop the killings. In the case of the Michael Dunahee abduction, there was a reward 

fund that people could contribute to in order to support the search efforts (Province, 

March 31,1991: 3). 

Child Find B.C. was very active in raising the public awareness of the parental 

abduction social problem. fn addition to a failed bid to put photos of missing children on 

mi& cartons (Sun J a n u q  10,1985: AI4), there was aIso a campaign to display posters of 

missing children on rental trucks [Sun, November 13, 1 985: A3). 

In 1987, there was considd2e debate about the media reporting missing children 

stories. This debate stemmed from tZre refusal of the Burnaby R.C.M.P. to go to the media 

h u t  the disappearance of Rosie liardy a d  Roxanne Beatty (Province, Nay 13, 1987: 

1,3). The argument that was presented against going public with these stories was that 

v&uaHy alt missing chifdren turn up (Province, May 15, 1987: 27). In fact, groups like 

W d  Find B.C. were accused at generating fafse impressions about the missing children 

~06iaf problem in British Columbia2'. 

(2) Prevention 

Thif condwim was shaped largely by stranger abductions. The recommended 

actions k h d d  having parents assemble files of recent photographs, fmgapri~nts, and 

&a ~ ~ f a m i d s  that crttrid k used by investigators in searching for a chifd (Province. 

E e b a y  16% 19%: 55). T k m  were aka s c h I  and commlrnity programs to prevent child 
- 

" "@LCW. Cexmab1e Damis) Cmee said tftat ottt af nearfy loo0 missing children reports U s  checked 
InroIn%myf o n l y m t e f e l i v i c t i m t o a ~ ~ ~ , M a y  l5,l!X?T 21). 



abductions (Sun, August 14, 1981: Al; Province, August 3, 1986: 23), which were 

&tect& primarily at s'umgei- raiber itim nsn-bfaflger abduction cases mest, 1987: 5 13). 

(3) k i d  Control Policies 

The claims-makers lifso called for increased social control policies. These 

recommendations were included the subjection of children and adolescents to greater 

social control and the coordinahn of information and search efforts among the various 

law enforcement agencies in the United S f a s  (Best, 1987: 113). The missing children 

movement presented the theme of greater control over young people with a broader "anti- 

youth movement" which advocated expanded school and juvenile authority (Carpenter, 

1985: 39). 

The use of curfews (Province, August 9, 1981: A4), identification kits (Sun May 1, 

1986: B2; Province, May 15, 1987: 2) and other practices intended "for the good of 

children" represent, in effect, the scapegoating of young people to account for wider social 

conditions (Carpenter, 1985: 39). ?"his "anti-youth" movement also reflected the new 

progressive era in North American politics that has been char;acer;_zed by significant 

c u l ~  optimism abut  the capabilities of the welfare state to resolve significant social 

p'obfems (Johnson, 1989: 16). In other words. this movement has represented increased 

sacid control of children carrid mt under the pretenses of humanitarian aid. 

(4) Bther Objectives 

frr addition to these co~Iusions, there were other claims presented by concerned 

gmups.  Of the most rekvansx to this thesis are the calls for a federai study to count 

missing chifdren. asrd fix timber menth to otiKr issues concerning the safety of children. 

The fedad study was advocated to provide an accurate assessment of and official 

mdi~nationr about the rmature and extent of this problem. 



Other claims-makers used the missing children social problem as a peg for 

attacking a wide range of eds .  There were calls to prosecute adults involved in child 

pornography, prostitution, pedophilic conduct, and to screen people who work with 

children. There were also calls to study the relationship between popular culture and child 

exploitation. In other words, coverage of missing children cases opened up avenues for 

examining other areas in which the safety of children was threatened. 

The Constmetion 8 f  the iWsing Children Problem By Claims-Making Groups 

Public problems are presented by Gusfield (1981) as "having a shape which is 

understcd in a larger context of a social structure in which some versions of reality have 

greater powers and the auhxity to describe and define thar 'reality' than do others" 

(GusfKfd, 1981: 13). In effect the ability of sow groups to get tbeir versions of reality 

accepted by the public hides conflicts that are embedded within the given area (Gusfield, 

1981: f 3). In the case of the missing children social problem, public conceptions have 

been shaped largely through the political activities of the different claims-making groups. 

RTith this basic understanding of the political nature of social problem construction 

in place, the use of rhetoric by these claims-makers can be examined. The specific 

examples employed by claims-makers were not arbitrary by any means. Stranger 

~ ~ t i o n s  have a rhetorical effect that is not approached by any other fonn of missing 

children case, These stories are p;trticdariy gabbing emdonally because they are 

sensatiodpstic, and violate severiaf k p f y  held societal norms (Heath, 1984: 262-5 j. 

The emotionatfy captivating example attracts public attention by playing on 

common fern in k target audimw. Most parents, for example, have thought about what 

w d d  happen if h i r  cbdd d i w ,  The claims-m&m were pticirfarly effective in 

aiikzhg this fear to generate public suppofl- These specific exmpIes Slave tbe effect of 



capturing the attention of ~ ~ - r ~  and ~om~wfling them to accept the problem as a serious 

one that requires immediate action. 

These examples also serve as exemplars Cur the entire range of missing children 

cases. The impression that stranger abductions are a widespread problem generates higher 

levels of concern than would a corresponding number of runaways. Without making 

distinctions about the various types of missing chitdren represented by the statistics, the 

public is given the impxssioil that al l  of the incidents represent instances of these atrocity 

tales. Thus, 50 000 reporred missing children may be seen, by the public, as representing 

50 000 stranger abductions iike that of Simon Partington. Among these statistics, 

however, only a very small number of cases are stranger abductions. 

The combination of these examples md statistics has a profound rhetorical effect 

and can lead the audience to accept the proposed warrants and conclusions. The claims- 

makers often presenr their arguments in such a manner that there is only one acceptable 

choice to be made by the public. This channeling of public opinion is especially relevant in 

the process of establishing warrants. As mentioned earlier, warrants are most often 

implicitly stated in the examples. When they are presented in the context of these atrocity 

tales, it becomes a matter of common sense to accept the warrants. Given a less 

sensationatistic example ( i t .  a parental abduction), accepting the proposed warrants 

becomes less of a clear cut decision. It is far easier to accept the unidimensional 

conceptions of the child and the abductor presented by the claims-makers when presented 

in the context of a sensationatistic case than it is to accept these ideas in a less extreme 

example. 

In addition to the use of these extreme examples, the claims-makers must also 

make these examples of relevance to the target population. ft does not matter how 

emme a panicuiar exampie may 'be; if audiences do not fed that they are aft-ected by this 

problem, they will not be as inc- to caU for solutions. Viewed in this light, it makes 

sense that the vast majority of missing children cases covered by the media, and referred to 



by claims-makers, deal K.i& &e white, middle or woricing class fadies  that make up &e 

majority of newspaper readers and constitute a dominant voting block (Gaftufig ar;12 Rug, 

1974: 64). 

Once the appropriate example is presented by the daims-makers and the implicit 

warrants are accepted by the public, the specific claims of these groups can be made. As 

with the warrants, the success of the proposed solutions to this problem is contingent on 

the public identifying with the specific examples used by these groups. If the public feels 

that the atrocity tales are represenlati~e of ihe entire socA problem, they will be much 

more likely to support the proposed solutions than if they did not accept these atrocity 

tales, By establishing the serious nature of a given problem, specific plans to solve this 

problem are often readiiy endorsed without a great deai of debate. 

The Social Control Impf3eatim Of the Conclusions Presented By Claims-Making 
Groups 

The conclusions reached by the claims-making groups have definite social control 

impiications. In maintaining the "anti-youth" theme touched on elsewhere in this thesis, the 

missing children claims-making groups Rave adopted a victim-blaming perspective. 

FoElowing the work of Ryan (1971) the claims making groups have: (1) defmed missing 

children as a social problem; (2) revealed differences in the victims that separated them 

from other children; (3) located the causes of the missing children problem in these 

differences; and fmally, (41 proposed solutions to the missing children problem that 

removed these differences (Ryan, 197 1 : 8). 

In their conception of the missing children social problem, the claims-making 

groups have located the missing children pr~blem in the actions of the victims. Such 

actions include: tallking to strangers; being out late at night; being without adult 

supervision; and other mislbehaviors (-Kappeier, Biumberg and Potter, 1993: 28). By 

situating the cause of the missing children problem in the children themselves, these 

cI--making groups can call for in& sociai control of children and justify it on the 



basis of h u d t z x i a n  morives. Such activities would n o d l y  be inte'jprcied as an invasion 

of but agahst t&e backdrop of th; pmhhn they were =n to k for the 

wad of the child. v4 

The increased social control proposed by these claims-asking groups can only t>e 

jdf ied  if the public believe that there is a substantiated threat to their safety Q3atkanis 

and Aronson, 1992: 165). fn this instance, the depiction of tfie predatory offender is 

pivotal in the claims-maken' arguments. Without this perceived threat. there is little 

fikelifiood that the public will caff for the recommendations presented by the claims- 

making groups. 

The theme of endangerment of children was not the exclusive property of the 

missing chiIdren claims--. While the missing children issue was ascending into 

prominence, the M.A.D.D. movement was gaining support as wefl mest, 1990: 7-8). Both 

of these groups depicted 't4sibIe threats to young people as a j-cation for increased 

m i d  control. While the mising children claims-makers called for curfews and the 

identification of children, among other recommendations, M.A.D.D. proposed increasing 

the drinking age to cut down on the availability of alcohol to ysmg people (Carpenter, 

1985: 39-40). 

The effectiveness of the arguments presented by these different "anti-youth" 

groups is contingent on their ability to: (1) establish examples that capture public attention 

wMe reminding the public of the particular clduns-making group; (2) locate the cause of 

the given incident in specific actions of the individual; and, (3) propose recommendations 

that audiences feel they can accompfisb and that are dso seen to ensure &at their cMdren 

vrill not engage in the same activities as the victim (Pratkanis and Aronson, 1992: 165). 

Tfre final mnsicteratim about rhe natue of the conclusions recommended by these 

c l k m a k i n g  groups is that k s e  pubficized conclusions all have a societal-re;tffinning 

hn&cm. In particular, the victirzEt,Wg perspective often leads to increased social 

c0nm1 in order to protect the ~ctim. By focusing on only one facet of a larger social 



S ~ s m m a q  

fn conefusion, the eE& of cEaims-making groups in bringkg the missing children 

problem to the public" attention have centered on the presentation of a single conception 

of this social problem as being the d y  appropriate one available. Tfie use of rttrocity tales 

and the other elements of their arguments conveyed the severity of the missing children 

wid problem and the validity of rhe proposed solutions. These conclusions provided an 

oversimplified conception of &e missing chiIdren social problem &at fit the agenda setting 

m;md;ue of tk newspapers while justifying immaxd social control over children. 

By examining the construction of the missing children w i d  problem by these 

claims-Ilfaking groups, I have endeavored to attain a better understanding of the politics of 

social problems. The growth of the anti-youth movement was especially evident in these 

claim-lllitking activities. Witb the elements of the missing children social problem in place, 

we can now direct our attention to examining the evolution of this issue in the 

newspapers. 



IV, The Evdtion of M&&g Children Arguments 

I n t d n d n  

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the evolution in the form and content of 

k missing children arguments presented in the Vancouver Sun and Province from 1981 

go 1991, Tfrrougfr the application of Toulmin's analysis of arguments to this issue, 

&ve~opme~ts in the near- coverage of this social problem can be revealed. By 

tracing. the progression fom warr;dntestabfishing to warrant using arguments and domain 

expanding arguments, it -becomes possiMe to r e v 4  the analytic moves used in rhe 

Oevelqment and subsequent evolution of the mising children social problem. The social 

context in which claims and counerclaims are made wiU also be examined as they pertairi 

to social problem devefopmenr. 

, hdys is  

Beginning with the basic relationship of argument estabjished by Toulmin (1958) 

~ e l a h g  data @), warrants m, and claims (C),  analysis can be directed towards revealing 

t k  evolution of rhe arguments rpenaining ro missing children. Tne standard relationship of 

@;W, so C )  refers to the f d  evidence (Dl provided in support of a specific claim (C) 

which is Iinked to the warrants CWrj that register the leg- of the steps involved to 

move from the data to the claims floulmin, 1958: 100). 

Im standard arguments the k~~ of the warrants is presupposed and there is 

o h  Iittle need to re-estabbsh them (Tmimin, 1958: 120). Thus, in most arguments, the 

warrant is, in a sense, incidental and explanatory, its task being simply to register explicitly 

the kgitixraacy of h e  step involved and to refer it back to the larger set of steps whose 

fe- i. being presupposed (Toulmin, 1958: 100). It appears log id  to state bat  

while the data are @ed to explicitly, warzifilts implicitly legitimate the step from datum 

rn claim 



Todinids andysis directs attention to the importance of wmmts in claims-making 
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wing arguments a& w a m t a b b w  arguments ffoufmin, 1958: 120). By 

examining the purposes of tfKse two forms of arguments arid how they apply to the 

evolution of the mising children social problem, one m y  pen t id ly  extract some 

significant insights into tfre development of this social problem. The distribution of primary 

and secondary exampks is shown in Figure 4: 1. 

The main trend in this fristo_m is the high profile coverag devom! to p i h a y  

examples in the Vancouver Sun and Province. Michael Dunahee, Simon Partington, 

Joanna Pedersen and Teri-Lyn Scalf were tfie focus of both a great deal of initial coverage 

and a significant number of follow up articles. The other main feature that differentiated 

the newspaper coverage of primary and secondary examples was the number of articles 

that focused on the efforts of the poiice to find the child. In consensus-estabiishing cases, 

there were many atxicles &at himghted the response of the police wfrich legitimated the 

feelings of concern generated by these incidents. 

Warrant-Wblishing Arguments and Primary Examples 

?%e process of warrantestablishing arguments is necessarily of a different form 

fron that used ia standard arguments. The difference between these two forms of 

argument is due to the need to establish tfte warrants before they can be applied to 

standard arguments. This process is fundamentaliy the same as that used in scientific 

experiments. The datum and the results are both known to the researcher, and, by 

establishing that a particular relationship holds in a certain numbex of cases, one can 

ensure EM the warrant is a e q t e d  froulmin, 1958: 121-2). Through this process of 

induction, the mlatiomhip between the two grounds and the conclusions is summarized in 

the warrant. 





Once established, the warrant can be applied to fresh examples for as long as it 

proves to be effective in describing rhe reiarions'nip between the variabies (ioulmin, 1958: 

122). To sum up: the w m t  is esbblisbed by testing it in sample situations where both 

&e data and the c o d w i m  are independently known, rendered general by induction, and 

frnatlly applied as a rule of deduction in fresh stmations to derive novel conclusions from 

other data (Toulmin, 1 958: 1221. 

This wiirrant-e@lishing Mavim was evident in the early stages of the missing 

rh;I&+z:n mid pr&Ien (especially d a ~ i g  the Olson murders in 1981). The basic 

relationship used in the newspaper stories at the time followed this basic format: 

The comparison of these missing children cases to the Atlanta Ghild Murders' 

(Province, August 11, 1981: Ai) and the inability of search parties to find these children" 

justifred the use of the proposed u'avm&. are: (I) the child as a Mameless victim 

(U71); (2)  the high sentimental value of children fW2); (3) the associated evils facing 

children fW3); (4) the policies that are currentfy in place that do not protect children from 

predatory offenders w4j; ( 5 )  historical continuity (W5); and futally, (6) the rights and 

freedoms of children (W6) @st, 1987: f 08- 1 la3. 

Warrants are often implicitly stated in examples. For warrant-establishing 

arguments, atrocity tales often serve as the vehicle for the presentatio~l of these structures. 

These prhary, or cmseIESUS-eSfSIbIis~ examples, present the social problem in all of 

TRTs cse was discussed in Chapter Two. 

'"GmsOmee search uncovers bodies of 4 missing children" (Province, August 28,198 1 : A 1). 

" ~fmesets were examined in ge2ter detail in Chapter Three and there is little need to repeat 
myseff here- 



its horrific detail and witbut mural ambiguity. For this social problem, children like 

Mehael Dunahex =d Simon Partington embody something of a worst case scenario for 

6 s  issue4. These emotionally captivating incidents address the fundamental values of the 

audience and persuade &em to accept the proposed warrants. 

The repeatability of thc missing children cases d s  about this development in the 

newspaper coverage: 

In 1% 1, Simon Partington was the consensus-establishing case and subsequent 

missing children cases confirmed the legitimacy of the warrants'. The conviction of 

Clifford Olson played a pivotal role in the public acceptance of the warrants because there 

was a clearly defined predator who was preying on these innocent children. In fact, the 

Olson case, in addition to establishing the legitimacy of the proposed warrants, became the 

benchmark by which other missing children cases were measured- Through either implicit 

oz explicit refciences, &be aislrig c k i l h n  cases that occurred after 1981 became that 

much more serious in the eyes of the public due to these comparisons to the atrocities that 

were committed by him6. 

The primary examples can be seen as providing a modeli through which other 

missing children cases can be presented. 

These examples were discussed in Chapters Two and Three. 

There were missing children cases ?hat received a great deal of media coverage in British Columbia 
before 1981. However, these incidents wcre often isolated cases. Simon Partington was chosen as the 
consensus estabiishing case because of the ongoing media concern about missing children cases that his 
disappearance sparked 

The previously mentioned investigation ingo the disappamce of Elizabeth Kozma in 1982 is a case in 
point of the influence that referem to CEffrd Olson can have in determining the amount of coverage 
devoted to a given missing chiid 

I am using the definitim developed by Barbour (1974)- A mode1 is analogous and openended and 
represents the enduring strncturat components of a social phenomenon (Barbour, 1974: 27). 



The estal?lishent of warrants in the newspaper coverage calls about the standard 

newspaper relationship of: 

Child is ksssing SO------ CMd is Endangered 

f 

since (Wl-Wfi! 

The Importance of Warrant Using Arguments and Secondary Examples In 
Generating the Missing Children Crime Wave Dynamic 

Once the warrants have been established, they play an active role in conveying the 

xrious nature of the missing children social problem to readers. Since warrants serve as a 

logical bridge between the data md the conclusions, it becomes possible to modify the 

grounds of the argument and still have the audience accept the legitimacy of the proposed 

conclusions. Seconday errivnples are depicted in newspaper coverage of missing children 

cases after the consensus-establishing examples are in place. They have the following 

pu~qmses: ( I )  to enabk &e geiierii&xi of thz ciime waw dynamic; (2) to substantiate the 

feeiirrgs of threat and discomfort developed in the primary example; (3) to locate the 

victimizaEion in specific attributes or actions of the victim; and finally, (4) to provide an 

avenue for emotional closure by the audience by removing the random elemegt from the 

victimization. 

('2) Generation of the Crime %five Dynurnic 

Secondary victim receive media coverage only after the consensusestablishing 

e.isampIes are in place. The coverage of Daryn Johnsrude, Ada Court, Christine Weller, 

Verna Bjerky, Colleen Daignault, and Lynn Wolfsteiner were good examples of this 



@ends. These disappearances were reported in the newspapers after the initial coverage of 

Simon Partington even though they had been missing for a considerable period of time. h 

fact, even though Clifford Olson had been killing children as far back as November 1980, 

the coverage of these victims was presented only through links to the Partington 

investigation9. 

Stories about secondary victims or attempted abductions can also establish a 

context for depiction of the primary examples. In 199 1, the Dunahee abduction gained 

significance through reports of indecent exposures and attempted abductions in the area 

over the past year: "...parents are correct to be cautious because complaints of strange 

men botlhering childien or indecent exposures are common" (Sun, March 26, 1991: A2). 

These reported incidents enabled the rhetorical transition from missing child to abducted 

child, and provided a legitimized threat for further attempted abductions. 

(2) F d e r  Developmen f of Threat and I).iscomfort 

The secondary examples, a;lB the resulting crime wave dynamic, further develop 

the feelings of threat and discomfort generated in the primary examples. For example, in 

1981, the discovery of additional victim and the re-defuzition of runaways as missing 

chiIdren led to the devehpment of a public panic and calls for police action to apprehend 

the person responsible. One disappearance may be cause for concern, two might have been 

a coincidence, but more than that usually meant the construction cf a missing children 

crime wave. 

Iohsrude, age 16, disappeared in May of 1981; Court, 13, went missing on June 21,1981; Welter, 13, 
was abducted in November, 1980; Bjerky, 17, disappeared May 2,1981; and Wolfsteiner, age 16, was 
abducted May 19,1981. 

("Police look for links in four disappearances" (Sun, A u p t  1. 19 8 1 : A1 2); "Mounties Step Up Death 
Probe" (Province. August 7,198 1 : A4)). 



(3 Victim-blaming a d  Responses To This Prubiem 

Xext to the generarim of the crime wave dynamic, the most important role of 

secondary victims is that &ey provide the basis for "solutions" to this "problem". As 

opposed to the consensus-establishing examples, ~ ~ h i c h  are based on the warrant of the 

bfameless victim, secondary cases contain a lxge amount of victim-blaming or victim 

responsibility. What separates secondary victims from primary examples is that the former 

really should have known better or did something that may have led to the victimization, 

while no such responsibility is assigned to the latter. 

The most striking example of this analytic move was the coverage of Olson's 

fernate victims in 1981. All of them were either hitch-hiking or waiting for a bus when they 

disappeared (Sun, August 1 1, 198 1 : A2). It was implied in the newspaper coverage that 

they were old enough to &e the dangers associated with hitch-hiking and as a result 

must share the blame for their victimization'! As a result of this assumed responsibility, 

coverage of older missing children was printed only when there was sufficient cause to 

link them to a crime wave or presenr them as secondary stories to support a primary 

example' I .  

Secondary examples on their own simply do not have enough rhetorical potential 

to justify media coverage. Through the linkage of these stories to other examples, or to 

other issues such as child sexual abuse or prostitution", there may be isolated coverage, 

but there often is little chance that these stories can sustain a crime wave dynamic. The 

'"owad f 1984) has concluded that fernaie victims tend to 'be blamed more for their victimization than 
do males under the same circumsmces. For example, in 1981, Olson's female victims were blamed for 
hitch-hiking while Daryn 3ohnsrude and Raymond King disappeared under similar circumstances and 
WPEP no! held i?cconnt.b!e for their zbductjcns. 

I '  There appeared to be a p a t  deal of similarity bemeen he newspaper coverage of ir?issing children 
cases and the M.C.A. definition. There had to be a visible threat to the safety of the adolescent before 
these cses  generated high profile media coverage. ?hese findings also correspond to Johnson's (1988) 
examinztion of Ontario newspaper coverage of missing children cases. 

IS "A Young Hooker's Warning" (Pn>vince, August 28,198 1: M1-2). 



(4) Emotional Closure 

The final role of secondary examples is to enable emotional closure by the 

audience. This is achieved *&rough two means. First, set o n d q  examples allow the 

audience to locate the respo~l~ibility for the victimization in the victim and in so doing 

establish cognitive dismce, Tfiis counreracrs the feelings of threat and discomfon by 

removing the random element from the crime, Mental equations like: "if the victim wasn't 

hhh-bang &en she w d d  na have k e n  v i c d ~ c r i "  d!oW the reader to prtidly justify 

the crime and enable emotional closuren- 

The other effect of secondary examples is that they enable the presentation of 

solutions to this problem, The responsibility for the victimization is located in specific 

characteristics of the victim, and appropriate solutions involve changing these 

cfiaracteristics. In primary examples, the lack of victim-blaming effwtivefy defuses micro- 

level problem solving activitizs, 

The most apparent exampie of rfie recornmendations flowing from the secondary 

examples is the hitch-hiking ban proposed in 1981': When it was revealed that all of 

Olson's female victims were either hitch-hiking or waiting for a bus when they disappeared 

(Province, August 30. 1981: Al), a law banning ihis activity would be in the best interests 

of the cMdren (Province, September 3, 19S1: A5). Proposals like this one had the effect 

There were other forms of victim-blaming perspectives advocated in the newspaper coverage of missing 
chi:&en cases. CdIs fix the re impositim of youth sex taboos @ v i m ,  August 14,1989: 13), police 
crackdowns on teen p h e s  ("InqwS urges raids on reen parties" (Sun. &sober 16, 198 1 : A3)), curfews 
aad oiher responses refieci more or' an artempt to massac socieiai c o n d  over young pecpie &an wiabie 
responses to the missing ~~n sociaI problem, rhte to location of possible solutions in the 
activities of young people. 



of making scapegoats of children who "redly should have known better". Such protective 

mesures m y  have justified increased parental and societal control over teenagers and 

children mest, 1990: 182). 

Through reference to the consensus exampie, the grounds of the argument may be 

d f r e d  to allow new arguments to fa within the range of the original issue (domain 

expansion). These claims attempt to ofier a broader domain statement for the chosen issue 

by implying that the new issue is d y  another form of an estabIished issue (Best, 1990: 

66). Tfie analytic mows that brought attention to parental abductions and runaways are 

examples af this form of argument_ 

Parental Abductions 

An example of mrxIification of the p u n &  of rhe argument concerns the coverage 

devoted to parental abductions- Ttre warrants and wnclusions that were established 

ifrrough the coverage of stranger abductions were applied to cases of parenral abductions. 

?Ime established warrants embid the transition from the patholugical stranger to the 

pdzoIogicai parent in newspaper covewe. The *basic arguments provided in the 

newspaper stories were subtati&y the same; the only significant difference was the 

xldomhip between the offender a d  k victim. 



articles. The presentation of the stories in this manner also has the effect of legitimizing 

proposed solutions to &ese problems by developing more restrictive rules regarding 

children. 

The Role of Claims in the Co~ruction of the Missing Children Social Problem 

The claims, or recommendations on how to solve the given social problem, are the 

next logical step in the construction of social problems arguments. Claims-making groups 

can develop public support for their proposed conclusions by providing secondary 

examples that reinforce their positions. For example, the argument for a proposed 

hitchhiking ban attached secondary examples, including the "Highway Murders" 

Cpfovince, August 30, 1981: Al), to the public concern generated by the disappearance of 

Simon Partington. 

W e  Partington may not have k n  hitchhiking, the public outrage that his 

abduction generated provided a context in which a solution to the missing children 

problem could be presented. The primary examples attract the initial public attention, the 

secondary examples generate "crime waves'br times of increased public awareness of a 

@wen issue, and the claims provide a solution to the depicted social problem. This 

relationship is summarized in the following diagram: 

P r b w y  Example---Seeo&wy Examples--- therefore: Claims. 

The primary and secondary e~a][~lpls estabbh the severity of the missing children social 

prob1em The foIIowing subsectiom examine some implications of the recommendations 

pwmzted by daims-Eztakers in the newspaper coverage of this issue. 



Resistances and the Subsequent Evolution of the Arguments Concerning the 
Missing Children Soeial Problem 

As was mentioned earlier in this chapter, the early arguments concerning this issue 

established its severity arid legitimated the proposed warrants. These early arguments 

were largely based on the depictions of the predatory offender. However, there were 

simply not enough incidents of stranger abductions to sustain the infrastructure of an 

entire social problem. 

This dearth of available incidents could have effectively destroyed the legitimacy of 

*%is issue were it not for the warrants established through the newspaper coverage of 

stranger abduction cases. The newspaper coverage of sensationalistic stranger abduction 

cases (like those linked to Clifford Olson) legitimated the use of the warrants that were 

implicitly contained in these stories. Once these warrants were accepted by the public, the 

transition from warrant-establishing arguments to warrant-using arguments and domain- 

expansion arguments became possible. 

This transition enabled the subsequent newspaper stories to be developed in ways 

that conformed to both the implicit warrants and the evidence that necessitated h s  

modification of the existing data. The equivalent of this activity, in terms of scientific 

evolution, would be to modify scientific rules to adhere to both the existing axioms and 

the incidents that are exceptions to these rules. 

In the newspaper coverage of the missing children social problem, there were three 

notable modifications to the existing patterns of depiction of this issue. These were: (1) 

the development of a method of depicting parental abductions that conformed to the 

existing style cf presenting stranger abductions; (2 )  the presentation of runaway stories 

utilizing the warrants established in child abduction stories; and: (3) the continued usage of 

existing methods of depicting stranger abduction cases, but only in cases where the child 

was officially recogwed as being the victim of a stranger abduction. 

The stranger abduction cases can be seen as an attempt to sustain the legitimacy of 

the missing children social problem, and the warrants that were contained within these 



examples. Recurring coverage of stranger abductions has kept the severity of the missing 

children social problem fresh as a newspaper article topic. On the other kmd, the 

newspaper coverage of runaways and parental. abductions represented "domain expansion" 

arguments (Best, 1990: 66). These stories draw on the warrants and presentation 

developed in the stranger abduction cases and relate these incidents to the original 

incidents that defined the missing children social problem. 

The coverage devoted to these secondary issues gains a great deal of its rhetorical 

effect in the early stages through reference to the primary argument. Through comparison 

to stranger abductions, the runaway and parental abduction issues gain currency as social 

problems worthy of public concern. The processes by which runaway and parental 

abduction stories rise in significance will be revealed below. 

(1) Establishing the Legitimacy Of Parental Abduction Cases 

The promulgation and perpetuation of parental abductions as a social problem 

were due, to a large degree, to the ability of claims-making groups to link this social 

problem to that of stranger abductions. The mere expression "parental abduction" conveys 

the orientation statements that the child is endangered and that the parent is behaving in an 

irrational and illegal manner. The successful legitimization of the parental abduction social 

problem is due primarily to the following factors: (i) comparison to stranger abduction 

cases; (ii) statistical claims; and (iii) legitimization of the problem by "experts" and official 

agencies. 

(i) C o m p i h ~  to S-er AMectio~ p a  

The success of parental abductions in becoming a serious social problem is largely 

due to the success of clainas-making groups in comparing this form of missing children 

cases to stranger abductions. The warrants that were established in the depiction of 



stranger abduction cases serve as the bridge between these two social problems. The 

standard for newspaper coverage of parental abductions is shown in this diagram: 

Child is AWssing (P.A.)-Since fW1-W6)I5- Therefore the Child is Endangered 

In stranger and parental abduc~on stories, the warrants and the conclusions are 

essentially the same. The only difference is that the boundaries of the domain statements 

have been modified to include parental abductions as a specialized threat to childrenI6. The 

form of presentation of parental abductions has as much to do with the successful 

definition of parental abductions as a serious social problem as does the evidence 

presented in support of these claims. 

Ttrrough the presenaiarim of a similar social probiem in the same terms 

(consistency of themes in newspaper coverage of both issues), and through continuous 

reference to the social problem-defining incident (both implicit and explicit), the audience 

develops an orjentation to the new problem. In the early coverage of parental abductions, 

there was explicit reference to the theme of a vengehl parent who was using the child as a 

pawn to inflict emotional suffering on the child's rightful parent. This pathologizing of the 

offender was a key element in the depiction of the stranger abduction social pr~blem'~. 

The warrants esablished in stranger abductions play a vital role in the construction 

of the parental abduction social problem. The depiction of the child as the innocent victim 

of a pathological parent (Province, February 16, 1986: 55) provides the reader with an 

emotional context for understanding the events. The public conception of parental 

abductions becomes little more than a modification of the model begun in the depiction of 

I5 Tfie main importance of this diagram is that the six warrants developed in the depiction of stranger 
abduction cases provide the framework for the depiction of parental abductions. 

I6 The c o m ~ o n  of the parentaf ~ u c t i o n  social problein focused on the emotional suffering inflicted 
on both the child and the p t  by the abductorOT ?here were no direct references to the physical 
endangerment of the child. 

This tfieme was developed in Chapters Two and Three, 



s&an~er - abductions. The warrants defme the problem and provide the context for the 

readership's reaction to the story. 

The disappearance of Joanna Pedersen, who was abducted in 1983 by someone 

who apparently knew the famifyis, serves as a transition between stranger abduction cases 

and parental abduction cases. She sewed as the consensus- establishing case for a missing 

children crime wave that carried over into 1984, when the first coverage of Child Find 

B.C. and the parental abduction social problem emerged (Sun, August 30,1984: A18). 

The theme established in the Pedersen case - namely, that the offender knew the 

child - couid be seen as beig both a new angle that made this story more interesting to the 

pubk, and a situation that couid easily "be appded to in the construction of the parental 

abduction. In effect this case bridged the gap between the atrocities committed by Olson 

and the development of a new conceptual variant of missing children cases. This unique 

story angle established Joanna Pedersen as the consensus-establishing case for the missing 

w h e  wave that occurred in 1983-4, and provided a source of new story lines that were 

eventually used in the coverage of parental abduction cases. 

(ii) Statistid Claims 

The stranger abduction social problem in British Columbia has been hampered by a 

lack of incidents through which crime waves could be generated. The rise of parental 

abductions as a serious social problem can be seen as part of the response of newspapers 

to compensate for these limimions. There appears to be empirical confurnation for the 

serious nature of the parental abduction problem (Child Find B.C. estimated that there 

were 60 000 cases of parentat abductions [Sun, August 30, 1984: A18)). Tfie sheer 

magnitude of this issue, especi-aiiy when combined with assertions that aii children of 

divorced parents may be at risk (Province, February 16, 1986: 5 3 ,  and with the 



typification of parental abduction through the use of atrocity tales", facilitate the argument 

that parental abductions are a serious problem. 

fiii) Reference to Experts and Offfcial Agencies 

The legithimtion of the parental abduction social problem is also due to the 

efforts of newspapers and "experts" to convey the serious nature of this social problem. In 

this form of argument justification, a person who is recognized as an authority in one area 

(is. Odd Find and parenSd &ticdonsj makes a claim that another area is a serious social 

problem (runaways). 

In these claims, the only other evidence provided in support of these conclusions 

was that provided by these experts. More often than not, this evidence is taken at face 

value and not questioned by either the readers or the newspapers that present these expert 

opinions. Although stranger abductions and parental abductions are simiiu, there are still 

differences that separate these two fonns of missing children cases and it would be a 

mistake to assume that they are essentially the same problem. 

Fer puefital aM~ctiom, Chdb Find B.C. is seen as effeztiveIy "ww?ing" parental 

abductions2'. Thus through reference to the larger authority of Child Find International, 

the parental abduction problem h British Columbia is legitimated. The authority of Child 

Find B.C. to make assertions about this issue went largely without question as did their 

claims (Best, 1990: 12; Gusfldd, 1981: 10). By declaring themselves to have been 

founded to deal with the issue (Sun, August 18, 1984: A18), Child Find B.C. was 

awarded ownership of th;s social problem without making any efforts to really 

nnderstand the mechanisms and motivations underlying this issue. 

'' See Footnote 28, Chapter 2 

"Abduction of girl case for C%iMudm (Sun, Aagust 30, f 984: A18). 



(2) The Dedopment of the Newspaper Depiction of Runaways 

The attention paid to the runaway social problem reflected more of a renewed 

interest in an established concern than the generation of a new issue. By juxtaposing the 

statistic that "85 per cent of runaways are exploited by either prostitution or pornography" 

(Province, May 26, 1986: 28) with the assertion that runaways are a "low priority" for 

police (Province, May 26, 1986: 281, public concern for children was generated. The 

newspaper presentation of the runaway social problem is largely based on the warrants 

established through coverage of stranger abduction cases. 

The image of the endangered child is the prime rhetorical element of the runaway 

social problem. By presenting the public with the image of good kids subjected to the 

perversion, drug use and other dangers of life on the streets, public support was mobilized 

for efforts to "save" these children. 

(3) The Transition From "Missing Child" to "Abducted Child" 

The final development in the evolution of the missing children social problem was 

the transition in focus &om missing to abducted children. The prime example of this 

change in newspaper coverage is the Michael Dunahee story line. By 1991, identification 

of someone as a "missing child* was no longer sufficient to generate public concern. 

Through counterclaim presented about missing children clw-making activities the 

asstfmp~on of "missing means enbgered" was refuted. 

The Dun- case was presented as a child abduction. The importance of this 

designation is that speciGc reference was naade to stranger abductions instead of the entire 

m g e  of misskg cbdcka sa5A pddems. rktorkd move d ~ & e d  the context for 

the child being endangered ky reasserting the warrants o r i Y d y  established in newspaper 

coverage of the Olson abductions (Best, 1990: 184). Additional references to attempted 

a d  abductio~fs in the area over the past year reinforced the h a t  that I)unahee's 

abductor posed to children. 



TfIe designation of the Dunahee case as an abduction also precluded domain 

expansion to other missing children issues. Instead of revitalizing the entire range of 

missing children social problem, the Dunahee abduction was, in effect, a self contained 

story line that &med the public concern about the serious consequences of stranger 

abductions. Instead of acting as a conceptual peg on which other examples could be 

attached, Michael Dunahee represents the latest installment of the missing child myth. As a 

myth, the hnahee case is a self contained structure that suggests specific responses by lhe 

public. 

Counterclaims and Their Effect On the Evolution Of the Missing Children Social 
BrdIern 

Much of the previous discussion in this chapter has been devoted to the mechanics 

of crime wave construction in the newspaper depiction of missing children cases in the 

two British Columbian newspapers. fn terms of counterclaims concerning how the missing 

children social problem was depicted in British Columbian newspapers, there were four 

types presented: (1) a low number of stranger abduction cases and the inability to 

establish links to other investigarions; (2) fund raising scandals; (3) concern about 

gimmicks sold to protect children; and finally, (4) competition with other issues in the 

w i d  problems marketplace. The effects of these counterclaims on the missing children 

social problem will be examined below, 

(1) Low Nmmber of Stranger Abduehns and the Effect of Linking of Missiig 
CPrMmn Cases 

The argument that there is a very low number of stranger abductions was not as 

dam-g to the missing chilrfren social pmb1em in Brifish ~ ~ ~ ~ i a  as it wzs k ?he 

U&ed States @.f. Best, 1988). Almost from the onset of the missing children crime wave 

in 1981, there was e~~ staring that stranger abductions are very rare (Sun, August 6, 

1981: AS). This lack of incidents thrr#lgh which crime waves could be constructed meant 



&at the missing children social problem could not be sustained by stranger abductions 

alone. 

This low number of stranger abductions played a significant role in the failure of 

the proposed milk carton campaign. In the decision not to print pictures of missing 

children on milk cartons, Nationz! Dajl Council President Kempton Matte cited evidence 

that "9 out of 10 children are not believed to be in any danger" (Province, 

February 14, 1985: 12). The low number of stranger abductions also played a role in the 

"media blitz debatew2'. 

Missing children cases that are either isolated occurrences or cannot be linked to 

other investigations are often accorded low intensity media representation. The 

disappearance of children in Kantloopsz2 or in small towns on Vancouver Islandz3 

represents the effect of proximity in determining story selection. These stories were often 

relegated to the middle sections of the paper where province-wide issues were addressed. 

In both papers, high priority coverage of missing children cases was limited to local 

incidents as shown in Figure 4:2, 

The main trend in this histogram is the effect that proximity has in determining 

newspaper coverage. Even though three of the four consensus-establishing cases were 

In this incident, the adoptive mother of two girls demanded that the police immediately go to the media 
with news of the disappearance ("Mom begged cops to seek media aid" (Province, May 13,1987: 3)). 
Their response was that there was a large number of false alarms that needkssly tie up police time and 
resol~ces ("That children are Mucted by faceless strangers is something that happens less than is 
im@xxY (RCMP. ChmbIe Dennis Crme quo&& in the Province, May 15,1987: 21)). 

" In particular, Rachel Etienne in 1984: "Parents mum on baby" (Province, November 30, 1984: 51, 
"Baby's disappearant.e investigated by police" (Sun, November 30. 1984: A18) and Stacie Harker in 
1987: "Child Hunt Faits- Misskg Three Year Old Feared Murder Victim" (Province. March 17. 
1987: 1). 

23 Lynn I-Ellia in 1986: "Missing tot found dead on Islaud" (Sun, August 20,1986: Al). 





outside the Greater Vancouver area (Dunahee, Scalf, and Pedersen), local cases were still 

the focus of 61.5% of the newspaper articles. The higher proportion of secondary 

examples in the Vancouver area also demonstrates that the Sun and Province were more 

inclined to cover local cases than deal with other parts of the province24. 

Exceptions to this coverage were stories whose unique elements made the specific 

incident a novel occurrence. The most apparent example was that of Tom Marsden in 

1984. What made this story line novel was that instead of character construction, the 

emphasis in the newspaper stories was on the intensive search conducted by his famiiy and 

friends2'. However, this story was accorded less visibility than cases like J o m a  Pedersen 

and Ten-Lym Scalf which occurred during the previous year and gained rhetorical effect 

through a combined investigation. 

(2) Fund Raising Scandals 

This counterclaim proved to be especially damaging to the legitimacy of Chi ild Find 

B.C.. In 1986, this organization used professional canvassers to raise funds. Seventy-five 

per cent of the donations collected went to the canvassers (Province, March 20, 1986:4). 

Although Child Find B.C. fired them, considerable damage was done to the reputation of 

this organization as people felt that they had been cheated (Province, March 20, 1986: 4). 

This scandal shifted public attention from the claims to focus instead on the groups 

making these assertions. The credibility of these groups came into question, as allegations 

ranging from misappropriation of funds to sexual improprieties saw missing children 

claims-making groups becoming stories instead of being quoted for them. 

2"0 be more specific, 10% of the articles dealt with missing Fraser Valley childrenl 11% featured 
Vancouver Island youths, 13.5% involved those from the rest of R.C., and the remaining 4% did not 
originare in the province. 

25 "Friends continue search for lost youth" (Sun, July 24,1984: A3); "New Strategy Pondered in Search 
for Lost Youth" (Sun, July 24,1984: A3); "Mother ends bush search for teenager" (Province, July 30, 
1984: 5). 



(3) Concern About Gimmicks Sold To Protect Children 

This counterclaim centered on the argument put forth by Gary Rosenfeldt of 

Victims of Violence that gadgets, such as the Kid Finders identification packagez6, are 

costly gimmicks that do not protect childrenz7. The important issue here is not the 

effectiveness of these gadgets but the lack of consensus among missing children claims- 

making groups. Li the early stages of claims-making activity, there is often a large degree 

of co-operation '%tween interest groups. Ths  debate shows the lack of agreement about 

the missing children social problem, which may well translate into the public perception 

that this issue is no longer a serious social problem (Best, 1990: 185). 

(4) Competition With Other Issues on the Social Problems Marketplace 

With the exceptions of the PedersedScalf investigations in 1983-1984, the 

coverage of the Marsden search in 1986, and the Michael Dunahee abduction in 1991, 

missing children cases have steadily decreased in visibility since 1981. A possible 

explanation for this trend is the limited newspaper space available for printing stories on 

social problems. As an established social problem, missing children cases lost much of 

their novelty after the conviction of Clifford Olson. Once ths  happens to a social problem, 

it becomes increasingly difficult to compete with newer problems for newspaper space and 

public attention (Downs, 1972:42). 

The loss of novelty was especially damaging to the missing children social problem 

because of the low number of stranger abductionsz8. Whde the abductions linked to Olson 

defined this issue in the early 198Os, the scarcity of subsequent incidents of this type 

-, 
Ln "Kid Finders designs tags to aid in family reunions" 

(Sun, May 1. 1986: B2). 

" '"Gimmicks, gadgets don't protect kids" (Province, January 22, 1988: 35). 

'' The differences between stranger and parental abduction argument construction was discussed in 
Chapter Three. 



deksed attempts to generate sustained public concern. In fact, the children who have 

received the most newspaper coverage (Simon Partington, Joanna Pedersen, Teri-Lynn 

Scalf, and Michael Dunahee) were all depicted as being abducted rather than merely 

missing. 

The emergence of other social problems such as A.I.D.S. and youth gangs 

contained elements of novelty and risk to the public that missing children cases could not 

sustain (Best, 1990: f72)29. As a problem in decline, this issue was marked as much by 

counterclaims about the extent of the problem as by the emergence of new claims. In 

particular, the reaction of the police in the "Media Blitz Debate" cegated claims-making 

activity by pointing out the low number of substantiated abductions and the large number 

of false alarms. 

Summary 

This analysis of the developments in the newspaper coverage devoted to the 

missing children social problem has b p e h l l y  shed some light on the relationship between 

the press, claims-making groups and prevailing social conditions. By conceiving of social 

problems construction as an ongoing process of negotiation between these groups, 

andysis is shifted from objective defmitions to subjective interpretation of the given 

phenomena. Whiie there appears to be some consistency in the arguments presented by 

different claims-making groups (most notably in the warrants), the missing children social 

problem is also defined by the adaptations that this perspective underwent as a social 

problem of the 1980's. As for the frrture of this issne, it redy is anyone's guess. A 

'' The declining visibility of the missing children social problem may also be tied to the "carryicg 
capacity" of the newspapers (Hiigamer and Bosk, 1988: 70). Since all potential social jmblerns cannot 
be accommodated by the newspapers, some measure of priority must be assigned by the editors. In other 
words, the missing children social problem was pmtdly eclipsed by other issues by the fate 1980's and 
declined in cowrage. 





ConcIrrsim 
From Novdty to Where? The Missing Child Re-Assessed 

In the previous chapters, the tre~ds, themes, and depictive strategies used by the 

newspapers in the presentdon of the missing children social problem have been discussed. 

Perhaps the key feature of this issue was the importarace of the theme of the endangered 

chifd in determining the amount of media coverage. All of the four cases receiving the 

most coverage included a characterization of the child as a blameless victim and the 

depiction of an obvious threat to chitdren. 

h 1981, this threat was Clifford Olson. Since that time, there hasn't been an 

offender who has captured the media's attention in the same way. More than an offender, 

GHford Oison has become a symbol of the atrocities that one human being can inflict on 

mother. In the years foEowing his conviction, other cases have been compared to the 

events of the summer of 1981 in order to gauge the severity of the prevailing threat. 

More often than not, the initial concern dissipated as the children turned out to be 

maways, or as some degree of responsibility for the abduction was assigned to the victim 

thereby mitigating the threat to other children. Of the missing children cases since 198 1 ,  

the Pedersen/Scalf abductions in 1983 and the disappearance of Michael Dunahee in 1991 

came closest to duplicating the pubiic concern generated by the Fraser Vailey Child Killer. 

Other cases either jacked the apparent threat of an offender who would strike 

again, or revealed attribtifes of the victim which precluded emotional intimacy in the 

rezder. The reader atso needs to feel a degree of emotional attachment to the story in 

order to be affected'. hi other words, without the combination of an obvious threat and 

mmtid amchent  to the &picred victim, it is highly unlikely that a specific missing 

child will generate a great deaI of d a  coverage. 

fn the case of seconriary exaqiies, there ofien were attempted linkages to the 

investigation of primary examples (such as the incorporation of other missing children into 



the initial coverage of the Simon Partington disappearance). The other main technique 

used to generate public concern was to focus on the emotional toll extracted by the 

disappearance on the family and the community. In particular, the coverage devoted to 

Tom Marsden and Casey Bohun emphasized this component of missing children stories. 

Aside frcm the lack of examples to fit the frame of depicting missing children cases 

estal,lished in the Simon Partington case, another reason for the decline of this issue in the 

late 1980's was a loss of novelty. h its early stages, a social problem generates a great 

deai of interest simpiy because ir is new. As the Olson abductions became the subject of a 

great deal of media coverage, the missing children social problem was on the rise in the 

United States. Through links to child sexual abuse, this issue presented a new threat to 

children. This concern was reflected in the high number of false alarms and demands for 

government action on this social problem. 

As the number of false alarms continued to add up, and as it became obvious that 

there wasn't a sexual predator lurking behind every tree, this issue gradually began to lose 

steam. The inability of the parenta! abduction social problem to duplicate the feeiings of 

k z i ;  tiat stranger abduction cases generate presented another challenge to the credibility 

of this social problem. Perhaps the fmal internal blow to the missing children issue was the 

absence of a legitimate claim-making voice after the Child Find B.C. fund raising scandal 

in 1986. The competition between clduns-making groups only highlighted the political 

nature of this issue at the expense of public concern. 

This social problem was also affected by the rise of other issues such as A.I.D.S. 

and youth gangs, which had elements of novelty and threat that missing children cases 

could no longer generate. As these issues grew more prominent toward the end of the 

19&0's, missing children received less and less coverage. By the time of the Michael 

Dunahee abduction, the mere designation of missing child was no longer sufficient to 

generate concern. But h m  the onset of the newspaper coverage, Dunahee was presented 

as an abducted child. This new designation carried with it the feelings of threat originally 



developed in 1981, while avoiding the false alarms and infighting that has characterized 

this issue since then. 

Lately, there has been another transition in the newspaper depiction of missing 

children cases. This most recent evolution has been the emergence of attempted 

abductions as a subject of media coverage. While the number of actual abductions is still 

regarded as being low, these attempts can still generate concern through references to 

either Olson or Dunahee. In other words, there is a shift from depicting the actual missing 

children cases to focus instead on the possibility of abductions. 

Perhaps the main benefit of this transition is that these suspected abductions do not 

need to be further justified. While missing children may turn out to be either lost or 

runaways, the depiction of an attempted abduction carries with it an obvious threat of 

further endangerment to other children. Whether evolution marks the re-emergence of the 

missing children social problem, or is simply a continuation of the public concern 

generated by Michael Dunahee, remains to be seen. 

While the processes used to depict a given issue certainly make a difference in 

how a given issue will be regarded by the public, it would be wrong to assume that by 

isolating the themes, frames, and depictive strategies used in the presentation of the 

missing children social problem we can gauge what the public is feeling. While such an 

assumption may enable the transition from making assertions about a given issue to 

grounding our arguments in fact, there simply is no logical basis by which we can justify 

our conclusions. Essentially what researchers in this position are doing is assuming that 

the audience has same interpretation of the materid as the researcher and is affected in a 

similar fashion. 

Instead of making this assumption, the purpose of this thesis has been to provide 

an overview of the newspaper articles themselves. The main difference between this 

approach and other fonns of content analysis is one of universality. I am not assuming that 

every person who reads these articles will react in the same way that I have. The reason 



for this theoretical structure is simply to provide readers with an examination of the 

missing children social problem, and in the end to allow them to make up their own minds. 

Likewise the choice of Toufminian analysis reflects a high degree of fit with the 

relativistic perspective of this thesis. While the concept of evolution in the social sciences 

has been the subject of considerable criticism, the combination of this concept with 

ethnography has, hopefully, provided some interesting insights into content analysis. The 

important distinction here is that evolution reflects an interplay between the content of the 

newspaper articles and the assumptions of the researcher rather than attempting to reveal 

the essential processes of the given subject. 

As my final comment, I would just like to reassert the importance of researcher 

perspective in the generation of academic work. On a very esoteric level, this thesis can be 

seen as representing a series of claims about claims-making activities. The interplay 

between the theoretical perspectives and interpretive strategies of the author is perhaps of 

more significance to the f i  outcome of the research than is the data set. In this case, the 

depiction of the missing children problem by British Columbian newspapers has provided 

a;r oppofiwiity both to examine the mechanics of social problem depiction and to address 

the interplay between theory, method, and research outcomes. 
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APPENDIX A: Coding Manual 

Paper: (1) Sun; (2) Province 
Year: 1981-1991 
Month: 1-12 
Day: 1-31 
Page: (Section; Page j 

Topic: (Main topic of story) 
(1) Primary Example: Stories that deal with the character development of; search for; or 

reaction to the disappearance of Simon Partington, Joanna Pedersen, Teri Lynn 
Scalf. or Michael Dunahee. 

f2) Secondary Example: Stories that deal with any other missing child excluding police 
investigations and stories about claims-making groups. 

(3) Police: Stories that deal with official investigations of missing children cases; profiles 
of officers or resources involved in these operations; or claims made by police 
officers or other official agencies about the missing children social problem. 

(4) Claims-making Groups: Stories that deal primarily with claims-making groups 
including: profiles of groups; specific claims identified with these organizations; 
stories that deal specifically with these groups (such as the fund raising scandal 
that was linked to Child Find B.C.). 

Sub topic: (used to develop primary theme) 
f 1) Missing Child: Character development of child or coverage of initial search. 
(2) Family: Reaction of family and appeals for public assistance. 
(3) Police: Coverage of investigations and official statements. 
(4) Suspect: Stories that deal specifically with an identified suspect (Clifford Olson) or 

with the character development of fomeone who may be linked to a current 
missing child investigation (such as the Blindfold Pager Bag rapist_ in 198 1, 198 1). 

(5) Claims-making Groups: Same as above. 

Sources Quoted: (one source per article, determined by the amount of coverage) 
C 1 ) Emily and Acquaintances 
(2) Police and other offtcials 
(3) Claims-making groups 
(4) Public reaction 

Specific Missing Child: 
6 f 1 identified f see list for figure 2:4); 
(2) linking of cases in a police invedgation; 
f 3) no child identified as fmus of story (see articles on Parental Abductions or Runaways). 

b t i m :  (Where the child was when Wshe was abducted or disappeared. This 
designadan ad-s t'ne coverage of chifkn hrn other provinces who 
disappeared in British Columbia such as Tamara Blowers and Daryn Joknnsrude.) 

(I)  b x e r  x42aidaid 
62) Fraser Valley 
(3)  Vancouver Island 
(4) The Rest of British C o M a  
(5) 



Nature of Disappearance: 
f 1) Assumption of Criminal (Stranger) Abductionhterference 
(2 j ParenAd A3ducritin 
(3) Runaway 
(4) Lost 
(5) Other 
(6) Reason not given 

Theme: (Recurring trends in the story development) 
(1) Offender Blaming: The search for, identification, or other forms of reference to either 

a specific person or individuals wanted for questioning. 
(2) Victim Blaming: Attribution of responsibility based on an action or trait of a specific 

-?lissing child. 
(3) Child Depiction: The character development of specific victims primarily through 

stories dealing with family or community reaction. 
(4) Official Reaction: Includes: statements about specific cases and investigations by either 

police or government officials; responses to public concern about this social 
problem; reaction to claim about the nature and scope of this issue; and finally, 
media coverage of initiatives to deal with this problem. 

(5) Searches: These articles deaI with the searched for children not covered by police 
investigations (primarily children assumed to be r~naways). 

(6) Claim-makers: as above. 

Claims-making Group Topics: (Articles dealing specifically with Claims-making 
Groups) 
(1) Stranger abductions: Calls for more police resources in dealing with stranger abduction 

cases js*peCif1cauy in 1981). 
(2) Parental AM~mions: Dematlds for public recognition, police st'pport, and stricter 

legislation dealing with the parental abduction social problem 
(3) W d  Identification: Stories c h h g  with either the fingerprinting of children or the sale 

of child identXicm kits. 
(4) Child Protection: Claims that are concerned primarily with legislation that will either 

reduce the risk of child abduction (stricter sentences for child sex offenders) or 
improve the chances oftheir safe recovery (National Missing Children Registry), 

(5) Rmaways: Stories fwus on the need for government action on the runaway issue. 




